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ELLSWORTH, MAINE
your daily balance subject to check sac
2 per cent basis tor a year.
You’ll And it,
$600 to *1000 on aamounts
round
10 to 20 dollars.
means in
Multiply this
of years
number
bank
has
the
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your
by
your account
without paying you any interest.
on

nt manager of the foreign
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he Guaranty Trust Co. of New

uable

laskell, a
Vlr. Paris, a

Why not interest on your account?
Think it
Correspondence and Interviews are Solicited.

Write

mails

Don't delay getting

stock of this molasses.

a

Coffee, lb

.42

It never was better than right now.

Tea, lb
price

is guaranteed until

Saturday

of this week.

Red Crown Minee Meat, 2 lb jar
good.

It is extra

ream of Tartar, 1
Stiekuey & i’oors.
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SO,

]*ktf
pi

It’s tor the

lb

]>kg

For

.53
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.08

gal

v

Closes for

m.

observations
taken at the
station of the Bar Harbor & k'nion powei
Rivet
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation
Kiv»*n in inches for the twenty-four hours

ending

at

4am

Wed
Thurs
Pri
Sat
Sun
Mon
Tues

.09

cans
Mazda,
Ask for a book of receipes.
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a

S.

heavier team and

'4*i Union Must Company'

one

at

of

more

Ellsworth line-up

was

of Ell s worth.Maine

experience.
follows:

as

WHY BE A DRIFTER?

Weather
conditions

1.40

Let Us Have Your Order.

12 m

43—

51

37—
54—

5860-

54

66—

—

51—
as45

Sheriff Wescott and Deputy Sheriff Patten made a quick capture in the
early
hours

Precip-

itation

51—

cloudy
fair

5356-

a flowing river, some people follow the lines of least resistance
spend all their surplus cash for luxuries. Drifting is easy but
accomplishment requires determination. Decide to save all you can
Start an account with the Hancock County Savings Bank.

and

Hancock

Saturday morning,

when

]

they

Scott, who had escaped

Bangor jail,

the

tax

cloudy

County Savings Bank

Ellsworth,

O.

and

William Titus, who had aided^ber to esBoth the man and woman came
cape.
from New Brunswick, and were arrested
at North Lubec a month ago by federal
officers, charged with evading the f8 head

fair

cloudy
cloudy

of

arrested Mrs. Alice
at midnight from

forenoon afternoon
clear
clear

—

Like

Dorgan.

midnight.J

Henry H. Higgins, Ellsworth
Frank E. Hodgkins, Lamoine
John R. Holmes, Eastport
L. Elrie Holmes, Northeast Harbor
Bernard 8. Jetlison, Ellsworth Falls
Frank C. Nash, Cherryfield
Bion M. Pike, Lubec
John W. Paris, Sedgwick
Omar W. Tapley, Ellsworth

n'j*

Bucksport last
was beaten by a score of 51
to 0. The Ellsworth boys
played a good
game, considering the little practice they
have had, but they went up against a

\

p

U.

$150,000

re-

Ellsworth high school football team

played E. M.
Saturday, and

The

Temperature

Best for all purposes.

—

(Until Oct. 2G.) •'£3

rp

Starch, pkg

Argo Corn

|

his

are

Full-back, George Fortier, capt.; r halfback, Daniel Harrington; 1 half-back, I
Henry Harrington; quarter-:back, Edwin |
Austin; center, Kenneth Rich; right guard, j
VVKATHKK IN ELLSWORTH.
Jesse Higgins; left guard, Hollis Higgins; I
right tackle, Andrew' Luchini and Ralph *
Wwk Ending at Midnight
Tuesday,
Barron; left tackle, John Harrington;
Oct. 14, 1919.
j
right end, Charles Tilden; left end, John *

.26

.75

laundry.

and

Gray, Milbridge

H.

George S. Hagerthy, Ellsworth
Edwin L. Haskell, Deer Isle
Harvard H. Havey, West Sullivan

hour before mail closes.

.40

Shortening, lb

’s

The

m.

m.

west 8.16

and

Henry

j

friends.
m.

m.

p

Parcher

over

DIRECTORS.
Wdliam F. Campbell, Cherrvtleld
Fred A. Chandler, Addison
Lucilius A. Emery, Ellsworth
Henry C. Emery, New York City
Edward M. Graham, Baueor

Registered mail should be at postoffice half
an

It looks as if Teas would be higher.

This

Arrive from the
west 4.50

v

m: 4.10

Sundays.

$1.00

j

Sunday,
ceiving the congratulations of Ellsworth

at postoppick

m; 6 p

a

Dr.

Surplus ami Profits
Resources $ a,250,000

OFFICERS.
Omar W. Tapley, President
Henry H. Higgins, Treasurer
Frank C. Nash, Vice-President Mon-oe Y.
M’Gown, Asst. Treasurer

j

captain

bride arrived home

Day*.

4.40, p
; 6.27 p

close

Going West—10.40
Going East—0.15 a

Barbadoes Molasses, gal

m

I

Cleveland News.

MAIL8 RECEIVED.

tn;

Capital $100,000

j

Winifred Hassali’s marriage to Dr.
Parcher of Ellsworth, Me., on
Wednesday afternoon, Oct. 8, is the cul-

They wrere married in the
presence of close friends, Rev. Frederick
Darkness reading the service in the rectory of St. Luke’s Episcopal church—

■■Feci, Sept, is, ;.W9

Union Trust Co.

both
1

medical corps.

Week

are

mination of another war romance which
had its'beginning at the Red Cross headquarters of the Knotty Ash camp in Liverpool, where the bride was engaged in war
work, and her husband was
of the

AT ELLSWORTH POSTOPPICE.

From West—6.17 a
From East— 11.ll a

merchant,

known iD the county, and have the
jonfidence of their communities.
‘‘Miss

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
In

successful

t

I
[

val-

a

■LLBWOBTH POSTOFFICB.

&tibeTtisrmrnt6.

the

Arthur H

Boston:
Walter H Woods Co

I

be

bank.
Capt.
retired master mariner, and
to

well

—

over:

acquisition

of

York,

md his counsel and advice will

—

over.

call, to-day.

ADVKKTrsr.MKNTS THIS WI KK

..

This bank pays 2 per cent interest
credited monthly, on all daily balances of |600 and
over, subject to
check. 2% per cent on $10,000 and

or

Sedgwick were elected mem berg of the
;eneral board.
Mr. Emery, the son of
Ox-Chief Justice L. A. Emery, is assist-

Unicyri Trust Co
J A Haynes— Grocer
J A French—Tailoring
Burrill National bank
M L A da mg- Dry goods
11 Baker—Optometrist
Biivy & Linuehan—Garage
Freedom notice—Ella M Gross
K F Robinson—The new Edison
In bankruptcy—Caroline Francis
Notice ol dissolution of
partnership
Notice of Foreclosure-- Bert H Bennett
~1Charles C .Viorrison
In ion Trust Co-Banking department
Probate notice—Charles Albert Holden et als
Fred A Carver el als
Edith Sybil Whitney est
—Frances S Pepper est
-Mary E Hopkinson est
Rockland:
Fred R Spear

You Figure it:
Interest

»f

TAPLEY,

W•

TAPLEY

BUILDING,

CO.
Estate

General Insurance and Real

ELLSWORTH,

Telephones:

MAINE

°ffice 14
Residence 144

imposed

upon all aliens entering this
Titus was recently released

country.
from the jail on bail, and the woman’s
release was expected in a few days. Fifteen minutes after being notified by the
Penobscot county to be on the
MMrs.^John Q. Adams and daughter sheriff of for
the couple, the Ellsworth
Heien|have gone to Newtonville,; Mass., lookout
officers met them at the junction of Oak
for the winter.
and State streets.
Titus was known to
1. O. O.

The next meeting ot the Woman's club
|be with Mrs. Harry W. Haynes
Oct. 21.

COUNTY CONTEST.

will

V.

ond

-ri

V-

HAVNES

Carry

Ellsworth

Grocer,

!■'

A
*7r

Eejok|Lodge,

F.,

will

first degree Friday evening.
tendance is desired.

It’s Here!

work the

A lull

There will be

time

one

lived

Tremont, where he was arrested on a
charge of violating the liquor law. The
officers from Penobscot county immediately came to Ellsworth by car, and took
the prisoners back to Bangor.

Misses Hammond and Purdy haw closed
their Ellsworth home, and have
gone to

Norfolk, Conn_,for

at

in

h rank 8. Call and C. E. Alexander are
attending the meeting ot the grand lodge
ot Odd Fellows in Portland.

Right in Ellsworth!

Wescott, having

Sheriff

at-

KLLSWORTH FALLS.

the winter.

sociable at the

a

Mrs.

high

Carrie A.

Smith

was

home

from

building, Friday evening, Oct. 24, East Holden over Sunday.
at 7.30,for the benefit ot the football team.
William H. \^>ore of Bangor visited
Ex-Chief Justice Emery has left Bangor hi6 daughter, Mrs. M. E. Salisbury, last
week.
to spend the winter with his
daughter,
Mrs. Aiiinson, at
163 George street,
Melvin Ayer and wife, who have been
Providence, R. I.
visiting Henry H. Wood and family,
The Thursday club of the Congrega- have returned to Boston.
tional church will serve a silver tea to the
Andrew A. Webber has bought the
public at the home ot Mrs. C. K. Burritt home of Mrs. Sarah E. Schoppe on the
Waltham road and will occupy it.
Thursday afternoon from 4 to 6.
Frank W. McCartney, after service on
Mrs. Joseph Patterson and son Robert
board the U. S. S. Minnesota and the of Brewer, who have been
visiting here
C. 8. S.
Zeelandia, has received his several weeks, returned home Monday.
honorable discharge. He arrived borne
Ralph Hamilton and wife of New Bedyesterday, after visits in Massachusetts ford, Mass., visited Mr. Hamilton’s
and Bangor.
parents, Hiram Hamilton and wife, last
Henry Billiugs brought to The Ameri- week.
can office this week a pair of twin
apples
George H. Lord and wife of Stoneham,
grown on one of his trees. The two apples
Mass,, came Tuesday morning to >pend a
are well formed, though one is larger than
few days with Mr. Lord’s parents, Henry
the other.
They gre on a single stem, Lord and wife.
Bchool

and it came all the
way from Portland In high.
flie Overland 4 has juBt been
put on the market, all over the
idler ten .years of exi>erimenting, and 250,000 miles of demon!
It is the ear many i>eople have lieeu waiting for, and it is
5'di.in ot the year in the motoring world.
Now being demonstrated at the garage of

1

SiLVY

T=-i-5PHONE

LINNEHAN, INC.

&

EIL-LSWOR-TM,

123

with two

MAINE

blossoms.

There will

>» iiuic
Our lines are
to think about Winter Underwear.
4ud are
®i‘rked at much less than wholesale prices warrant.

Bleached,

Fleeced Vests and l’ants, sizes Stl-Ue

be

AEgusta and
Dalton Franklin and Leamcn Franklin

special

meeting of
Wivurna encampment, I. O. O.
F., next and wife of Dexter have been visiting
complete Monday evening, to receive applications.
parents, Loren Franklin and wife.
At the regular meeting Monday evening,
Oct.

.75 sizes 40-42-44 .71*
1.25
1.10
1.39
1.25
••
2.00
1.80

27,

there

will

be

work

in

the

.Suits

“Workmanship.

A

Fleeced Vests and Pants
Fleeced, Bleached Union Suits
Eoth Vests and Pants and Union Suits

Miss

-59 .09 .75
1.00 1.25 1.50

s

“

MARTIN
offer We
can

save

.50

you $1.00.

A.
119

Harry

P“iro(
g-

Suitable Fire and Marine
OF

HARTFORD, CONN.

M

of bar

Friday evening

Harbor

were

n.

to 7

a.

m., out of town 6 p.

3; country calls, 50
I own charge of $2.

m.

cents per

Harbor,

to 7

a.

—

at home

Silver

Wednesday

and

Thursday,

—Annual fair of Methodist

tea,

by

and 18—

Nov. 5 and 6

society.

HARVARD CLOUGH
Licensed

Buyer

of

DEER SKINS
ind

all other kinds of hides
ELLSWORTH FALLS, MAINE
"elephono 35*14

TAILOR SHOP

m.,

mile, plus

meeting of the directors of the Union
rrust Co. last Monday, Henry C. Emery
•f New York and Ellsworth, Capt. Edwin
Haskell of Deer Isle and John W. Paris
At

Burrill

county contest of boys’
ind girls’ agricultural clubs at Hancock
sail, Ellsworth.

hy Rev. R. B. Mathews.
for Bar

C. R.

Fourth annual

Congrega-

at the

Mrs.

rhursday club. 26 cents.
Friday and Saturday, Oct. 17

Ellsworth and

Ellsworth physicians have found it necissary to make an advance in fees. Simiar advances have been made in many of
he near-by towns and cities. The princi>al change in the fees is an advance in
>oth day and night calls. Day visits will
iereafter be |2, night calls, in town, 9 p.
j

nauranceCo.

COMING EVENTS.

Thursday afternoon, Oct. 16,

they will live. The bride is a
laughter of Mrs. Annie M. Sm ith of Ellsworth, and the groom is a son of C. S.
Johnston of this city. Their many friends
extend congratulations.

65 Oak at., Ellsworth, Me.
Tuesdays: Saturdays, Mondays,
days. Sunday by appointment. Patients are
urged to make appointments by card or phone
for regular office days, to save themselves delay. It frequently happens that many patients
call at the same time, necessitating wait for
some of one to two hours.

Repreaen

home demonstration leader.

Paper.J. Sherman Douglas, Lamoine
Lecture,.Mrs. Kate Ellis, Fairfield
Singing by grange,

unannounc-

Miss Sallie

of

11 a. m.

Binging by grange.
Report of granges.
Conferring fifth degree.
Lecture by Mrs. Catherine N. Platts, State

where

Tel. 146-11
Home office

Green

a

They left immediately

6raduate Optometrist and Raeistered Eye Specialist

•VIarine arid Automobile Insurance

for

»

a

in all its branches
reasonable prices

Failoring

|
j J.

j

Saturday of this
boys and girls and
expected.

and

From 200 to 300

Lheir local leaders

are

The opening session will be at 1.30 Fri-

day,

with

dent

an

address of welcome

Ellsworth

Leland of the

at

A.

FRENCH

121 Main St.,

Ellsworth

by

Presi-

board of

trade, and response by Harlan Emery, of
the Salisbury Cove pig club.
An entertainment program will follow,
to include a piano duet by Marjory Jelli3on and Katherine Austin; “Business is
Business,” by the Hancock club; “The

Unveiling of Camp Vail,” by the girls who
won for Maine; a talk by A. JL. Cummings,
agricultural editor of the U. of M.; a
piano solo, by Katherine Austin; a cooking demonstration by the East Surry club;
FHcsmer, tecretary of
“Stunts,” by C.
Bar Harbor Y. M. C. A., and music by an
orchestra.
At 6.30 there

will

be

a

banquet

at the

Unitarian vestry.
In the evening, Congressman Peters will
address the boys and girls.

closing session will be held Saturday morning, with the reading of the
priae stories and distribution of prizes,
and talks by Miss Ellis, assistant State
club leader, and Miss M. A. Qreely of
The

Ellsworth.

meetings

The
and

the

are

exhibits

open to the public,
will be
well worth

EE

VIDA”MENS'L

LA

There is nothing like
vibration to retain the
beauty of youth. Modem
vibration
gives
health and comfort too.
will
La Vida
mean
more to you than
any
other vibrator.
Light
to
handle,
and
easy
small and compact. No
parts to oil, nothing to
get out of order.
But best of all is the

quick
marvelously
action
smooth-flowing
of La Vida.
It yields a veritable
stream of health giviug
tingles to the blood.
Come see us to-day.
Vida Health and Beauty
booklet.

For Sals by ALEXANDER'S PHARMACY,

seeing.

V/DA"MENSLIF

LA

Ellsworth

BURRILL

&

SON

—Established 1807—

Business.-.
Address of welcome.Member host grange
Response.Member John Dority grange
Paper.—.Mrs. Kahili, Lamoine
Recess for dinner

Chapel street, bearing

M. Johnston

tional parsonage

We fill
your mail orders.
them promptly and pay postage on
all that amount to $1.00 or over.
us

STREET

walked in

of

Opening exercises

fifteen friends gave
genuine surprise last

Lucy Tredic

married

THOMPSON

fVIAIfNJ

responsible

Mrs.

Edward H. Baker

W'

on

week.

C. O.

in the program for the meetMountain Pomona with
Schoodic grange, Winter Harbor, Oct. 16:

ware.

STREET
Send

they

Ellsworth, Friday

their

Following

ing

Dunroe
delicious repast, a
part of the surprise. The ladies presented
Miss Mullau with a pretty set of crockery

L. ADAMS

05 MAIN
Pictorial Review Patterns.
our special
Subscription

a

all kinds of edibles.

.50 each.

Unbleached Vests, Heavy Fleecing, sizeB 2 to 10 years at

when

ed at her home

in size 2 to 10 years.

odd sizes in Ladies unbleached vests and pants at

Children's

!

come

party
Kate Mullau

evening,

was

*ilave a f*"

of about

Clubs This Week.

fourth annual county contest of the
boys’ and girls’ agricultural clubs of Hancock county will be held at Hancock hall,
The

Green Mountain Pomona.

patriarchal degree.
At the annual meeting of the Unitarian
pariah last Wednesday evening, following
•<
•<
*•
v
Heavy
the parish supper, officers were elected
••
**
Extra Heavy
2.25 as follows: President, C. H.
2,00
Leland;
weights come in high necks, long sleeves and round necks, elbow sleeves vice-president, Lyndon McGown; seciso
carry a medium weight suit, without rteeoing in ankle length, that retary, Miss Annie R. btockbridge; treasurer, Miss Mabel Lord; trustees, C. L.
lists strap over the
shoulders, sizes 3tt-*8, 1.25; sizes 40-42-44, 1.39.
Morang, Mrs. W. H. Titus, Miss Mabel
Wese are the famous Munsing-Wear suits, unexcelled for quality, lit Lord*

Extra Heavy
Medium Weight, Fleeced Union

Franklin of

Nina

Miss

a

Big Annual Event of Boys’ and Girls’

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
representing

some

of

the leading ccmianits of This and

foieigr, countrie

’Stmtrttsrnwm*

HOW TO AVOID
BACKACHE AND
Told

by Mrs. Lynch From
Own Experience.

Providence. R. I.—“I was alt ran
down in health, was nervous, had headL was tired and had
no ambition for anything. I had taken
i number of medianes which did me

good. One dr y
i road about Lydia
E. l’inkham's Vegetable Compound and
* hat it had done for
rcmen, so l tried
t. Mv nervousness
and backache and
headaches disn reared.
I gained in
weight and feel fine, so I can honestly
recommend Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound to any woman who is
suffering as I was. ’—Mrs. Adeline B.
Lynch, 100 Plain St., Providence. R. I.
Backache and nervousness are symptoms or nature’s warnings, whicn indicate a functional disturbance or an
unhealthy condition which often develops into a more serious ailment.
Women in this condition should not
continue to drag along without help, but
profit by Mrs. Lynch’s experience, and
try this famous root and herb remedy,
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Comfor special advice write to
pound—and
Lydia E. Pinkham Med.Co., Lynn. Massno

fflutual Benefit Column.
EDITED BY

It-8

Motto:

“HUNT MAD(>K"

“Helpful

and

Shbcrttstmrnu.

spent four blessed days of enjoyment before
the brother left for bis distant home.
I was interested in the talk,that H. started
about the problem of good books. When
one's time for reading is limited, it isn't safe
to begin any book nowadays, for one is almost sure to be wasting
time while reading
it, so I, too, have kept to the magazines. It
seems to me that the present style of writing
must pass, and once more we shall hare books
of the healthy and satisfying kind. Row
would it do for each member of the “clan” to
write a book during the comn g winter? And
when, in the spring, the public loudly clamors
(?) for our books, we shall be so proud that
wt have ‘created a demand” for the better
class of reading. Now everybody get busy!
Chakity

An off day

H. sisters

will

Charity’s suggestion

in

books which will set

a

take

an off day occasionally.
It may follow eating too bountifully. It
may come from overwork, or perhaps from exposure when
fatigued. A dull, heavy.
tired feeling in the morning, a headache or a cold in the
early stages; these symptoms unfit a person for doing his best, and
may lead to illness if neglected.
There is a remedy, safe, sure and reliable, which should be is
every household for just such emergencies, the true and original “L.
F. Atwood s Medicine. It may be safely used
by persons of anv
age,from children to those well advanced in years. The fx-st wa” to
keep well is to prevent illness, and a teaspoonful or two of this old
standard remedy will often prevent serious illness if used at the beginning of trouble.
"1 find the "L. F." Atwood’s Medicine a sure relief for sick headache. We have used It in our familv for forty years and would not
Miss A. E. Leonard, Laconia. N. H.
get along without it.”
Get a bottle today and use it when needed,
fifty cents, or
write us to send you a free sample.
The “I.. F.” Medicine Co.

up with

standard

COUNTY NEWS

serials in the M. B. column.
Thanks also to A.
and the

letter

many want to

M. Y. for her good

“beet

which

McKINLEY.

so

George Kinaldo

try.

Manuel
Sprague
nov*d to Bangor.

Mass., Sept. 30, 191V.

Aunt\Mndge:

Charles

In the car the other day I saw a lady who:
looked so much like you that I was attacked
by a “spell of conscience” when I thought I
had not, as I promised, written to the column
and reported a safe return of all who were
there from Lamoine. We certainly did enjoy ;
the reunion, even if it does seem impossible
to have pleasant weather. The good cheer
inside always offsets the dampness outside,
anyway, so what matters it?
The last of August I had the pleasure of
taking the return trip as far as New Hampshire by automobile.
I thought of Auni
Maria as we went through from Ellsworth
to Bucksport, and wondered if we passed her I
home. I have been back teaching for a month
and our school, like every other ibis
now,
year, is crowded. The return of our soldier;
boys to civil life has made a vast difference,
as they seem to realize, more than ever before I
the value of au education.

Harbor

Kockland last

On the throry that “A little nonsense now
and then is relished by the best of men’’
(and women) I am going to repeat a suggestion made at the renuion, that we all write
an M. B. song for next reunion, when
they
mon use—a public servant, a
will be sung, and perhaps we can have an
purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the In
“Aunt Madge
Song Book” as well as an
♦erchange of Ideas. In this capacity it solicits “Aunt Madge Cook Book."
communications, and lts success depends largely
There is a “suggestion for the good of the
on the support given it In this
respect Com- columu” that I intended sending in before
munications must be signed, but the name of straw hat** went out for the
year, but as it
writer will not be printed except
by permission applies also to white felt hats, perhaps it
Communications will be subject to approval or won’t come amiss now, and it
may be rerejection by the editor of the column, but none membered for next year. I tried it on a
will be rejected without good reason. Address
straw
with
success.
leghorn
great
all communications to
Take dry Old Dutch Cleanser, and a dry
The American,
brush and scrub. No water at all is to be
Ellsworth, Me.
used, and you will be surprised to see bow
the soil and stains come off.
A number asked for the recipe of my beets
One ship drives east and another west.
in sauce, so 1 am sending it with this.
With the self-same winds that blow;
Either canned beets or beets tram the garden
’Tie the set of the sails.
may be used.
And not the gales.
With best wishes to all.
A. M. Y.
Which tells us the way to go.
Like the winds of the sea are the ways of fate.
As we voyage along
Harvard Beets
Two tablespoons
through life;
’Tis the set of a soul
butter, 2 tablespoons flour, 3 tablespoons
That decides its goal
sugar, 3 tablespoons
vinegar, % teasAnd not the calm or the strife.
spoon salt, % teaspoon pepper, 1 cup
—Sen t by Va$hti.
water (beet
water preferred), 6 cups
beets.
Mix dry ingredients with butter,
Dear M. B. Si stern:

Holmes

and

family

in

from Seal

home

wr«

Sunday.

over

Mrs. Hannah Holden has been
visiting
Southwest Harbor.
Susie Reed and boys
Bath for the winter.

Mrs.
from

are

at

home

Warren Stanley has joined his
father,
Capt. J. W. Stanley, in Gloucester.
James W. Thurston and family of Orr’s
Island, are visiting Capt. Watson Thurston and wife.

Jeanette Manchester has returned
Attleboro, .Mass., accompanied by
her sister, Mrs. Fiavilla Hodgkins, who is
convalescing from an operation.
Oct. 13.

SOUTH HANCOCK.
Mrs. N. L. McCrillis has returned from
visit in Haris and Norway.

■

Mrs. Lizzie Allen ot Jonegport has been
her sister, Mrs. Allen Crabtree.

visiting

Trundy, ot Massachusetts, is
sister, Mrs. Abbie Wooster.
H. A. Brown, o» Bar Harbor, is
his

Mrs.

visiting
Mrs.
have

her sister, Mrs. F. M. Watson.
T. J. Hodgkins and nurse, who
spent the summer here, left for

Chicago Saturday.
Mrs. F. M. Watson was called to Bar
Harbor Tuesday to attend the funeral of

winter.

Gordon

Mr.

has

employment

there.

Oct. 13.

W.

IT!—

A

born

son was

Carter, Oct.

cent

to

Mr. and Mrs. Vin-

6.

Mrs. W. W. Jeilison recently visited her
son Arthur, at Sullivan.
Watter Jeilison, who is attending the
University of Maine, spent the week-end
Mr.

Marsh and his friend, Mr. Simpson,
been visiting his cousin. Miss

NORTH PENOBSCOT.
Potatoes are rotting badly. The weather
has been unfavorable for all kinds of farm

who have

work.

to

lwater

some

loaded.

The

farmers

are

Oct. 13.

hauling

has

gone

to

H.

Edgar Scammon
days.

has

been

ill

the

past

few

Mrs. Blanche Jordan has gone to New
York for the winter.

Willard Clark and

OVER-ACIDITY
of the stomach has upset many •
night’s resL If your stomach is addc.isturbed, dissolve two or three

KimdidS

the tongue before retiring and enjoy refreshing sleep. The purity and
goodness of Ki-moida guaranteed by
on

ton

were

here

son

Scammon of
visited his parents, E.

I

S. H.

Savage

to return to

Milo of

Stoning-

has recovered

sufficiently

Ellsworth where he is

conference.
Oct. 13.

em-

I,.

WEST TKEMONT.
Merle Farley has moved bis
family to
Somesville, where he is employed.
William
Capt.
Murphy and son
Reginald are employed in Rockland.
Fred Tolinan, who is employed in Ban-

For Your Health’s Sake

spent the week-end with his parents,
O. A. Tolman and wife.

gor,

Walls, Joshua Murphy, William
Reed, Carl Reed and Louis Romer have
Alvin

Eat More Bread

cUiumisniunu

If you suffer backache, sleepless
nights,
tired, dull days and distressing urinary
disorders, don’t experiment. Read this
twice-told testimony.
It’s Ellsworth
Falls evidence doubly proven.
Frank E. Femald, Waltham 8t., Ellsworth Falls, says: “I had trouble with

William
Tell
of finest flavor

and greatest food value.

|

my back and could hardly stand the pain.
It was bard for me to stoop over or
straighten up. 1 had read a great deal
about Doan’s Kidney Pills and I got a
supply. It took only one box to help me.
I have since had return
symptoms of the
trouble, but Doan’s Kidney Pills, procured at E. G. Moore’s drug store, again
gave me immediate relief.” (Statement
given February 7, 1906.)
On December4, 1916, Mr. Femald said:
“Colds sometimes disorder my
kidneys,
but 1 can rely on Doan’s Kidney Pills to
relieve

WHITCOMB, HAYNES,

& WHITNEY

|

Miss Florence Staples, nurse, left Mond*y for Jacksonville, Fla., where she

1

I
|

has

position in a hospital.
Perkins, Later

a

Davis

class

gave s

at

o

Friday

evenin

high

It’s Scott’s you ask
for.

',

U. O. Lilt edeld, V. H.
N
and .Mrs
Littlefield have closed thei home here
and gene to Boston, where Mr. Littlefield
will rejKHt for duty.

O01- 6

ScoU atmrac. BloomSeUl

HAIR Balsam

NORTH HANCOCK.
borne

was

Bangor

from

last \V

dnesday.
Hervey Seam-non

crew

h

Oct.

of

Hancock has

SKKSSg

a

HlNDERCORNS^Zr^

building State road.

r

jjj.

I

WOODLOCKK.

E. L. McKay

*j

right idea in
Scott

Emulsion and be
protect,
for a strenuous winter.

reception to the freshmen

tlie town nail

TKo
The «4mLa

start in the fall with

and

Harvard
Littlefield
have
son
Kstabdin Iron Works to work.
The students and faculty o( Clirk
school

EMULSIOK

affnrHt
affords.

13.

|

m

l-TSA'i1
Him SSE^S,-- .•KWffirSffl

Slate.

Mrs.

Benjamin Haynes returned Tuesa visit in
Manchester, N. H.
Marston Simmons and wife of Thomas-

ton

are

guests of Mrs. Lizzie Judkins.

Capt. William Haynes who has been
sailing a yacht from Marlehead, Mass.,
this

season is

home.

Clyde Small,

who has been employed
paat year, is visiting his
Mrs.
mother,
Amy Small.
Willis Boon den and family, who moved
to Waterville last fall, have returned here,
at

Milo the

and

are
occupying
father’s house.

Mrs.

SUPERBA

Snowden’s

°ct- ®-

Tomato

Catsup

SUPERBA

Sadie.
Red

Raspberries, Tears,
Teachet— Pineapple
Plums or Apricots

GOTT’S ISLAND.
Miss Viola Staples, who is
attending
high school at Southwest Harbor, is home
for the

SUPERBA

week-end.

Tea

T. C. Moon of Tilton, N. H., is
visiting
bis niece, Mrs. Frank
Babbidge.

high

Ruth Moore,

school at

Coffee

or

Whether at Home, Sweet Home: or
Camping, An to
Yachtm* trip EVERYBODY will be mightily

or

p"„Jd

door!.P

and satisfied—and it will not cost all
out
Why not make np A Cass okde* today? Be happily
yy
prepared lor any emergency.

who

is attending
Ellsworth, is home for the

week-end.

Miss Molly Ijams, who has spent the
here, leaves Thursday for her
home in Baltimore.

•OlSaJSStK,
Patronise

Medbury Onndle and wife of Portland
visited Mrs. Nellie Joyce Sunday.

°“ ,lle
^ SUPERB tor
your Table.
^

summer

Teas ami

it.

tEEflH; >

£abe,:

SC"*-

Milliken.Tomlinson

Portland,

Co.

Maine

Will P. Harding, formerly of this
place,
employed in Bath, was here Satur-

now

I

me.

have

had

The

satisfactory experiences
Doan’s Kidney Pills

with

strengthen my faith in them and I recthem more highly than ever.”
Price 60c at all dealers.
Foster Milburn Co., Mfgrs, Buffalo, N. Y.

ommend

You

Will Use Less Coffee Per Cup

IF

The Coffee

YOU

CASTORIA
For

Maine Folk?

USE

Like

Infants and Children

In Um For Over 30 Years

Aiwaye^beara

Leu coffee

mean* reai
economy.
y„ j trill wish io practise real ecoo*
omy thews d»y«.
the Yellow Label round carton,
<
lettered in black and gold.
or your dealer. Premium
coupon in each.

Surely

Buy

Thurston and Kingsbury Co..

greatest of the housewives' prob- Cracker* and Royal Lunch Riscult.
lems? Why. unexpected company With fear and trembling 1 placed
gives me. or used to give me. a fit them before my newly Introduced
of nervousness!"
guest* in. place
j-ead.
She
was
a
practical looking
“They were
(sensation of the
her
face
a
consoftened by
woman,
evening and ha* |nce been my saltented life among young folks. She vation.
I'nexp
company no
was one of those fine women, typi- longer worries
lud I do not have
cal of New Knglahd, and her thrift
and good table had made her the
leader of the younger set at the
"The girls" had cult Company
summer colony.
loot* have added
fallen into the hahit of stopping twenty per cent ! 1 the comfort
each morning on her hig veranda
UJUJ lUl'IH
on
their
to
way
•"
household topics
of
diacusalonr^^^^^^^
subjects
■

Banon

tl>91

flut they are vastly different, hr"
the
ng none of the over*richness of
>1<1 fashioned kind.
They are mealy
md crumbly, and have Just the
right amount of richness auil so can
In short,
!>e partaken of freely.
[hey have all the flavor of old-tine
shortbread without any of ih* v‘i*'
id vantages.
*T(oyal Lunch Biscuit. *palate
•banners’ tuy husband calls theta,
the>r
nave
sugar in
fa»

a

just

enough

*-—Si—-~2ny

^mXr\th

wer^J:

woman

"I’ll tell It to y
words."
''National
I'll give
acquainted
good pri
as a
—their l

If gi™
sub11
I ickeri

NATIONAL i
BISCUIT
J
COMPANY

women.

A

fti-tla*
litwovo
11 and

spoke

“You mean that unexpected com"I have come
pany tio longer disturbs you—with
the poor marketing conditions here Premium
How do you do It'r.
•t the lake?
asked one of the young

Iil^f

own

home with

sure

to her home in

day from

laughe^f

and be

scorn

Bessie Lindenstruth has returned
Pensacola, Fla., after a
month here.
Miss

!

Hancock recently
E. Scammon and

ployed.
George Linscott and daughter Neva
went to Jonesport Saturday to attend

—

FLOUR

tk**

Snowman of Somerville, Mass.,
visiting his
mother, Mrs. Pbebe
Snowman.
Ernest

is

Robert Comber of Philadelphia is visithis uncle, Edward Colby.

Signature of

recently.

Floyd

SCOTT & BOWNE
MAKERS OF SCOTTS EMULSION

Make it in your

week.

Rates

C.

EGYPT.

acmmisniirntB

Bridges of Burks;,ort and Mrs. Alice
Portland were in town last

Corson of

Marion

to market.

Oct. 6.

here.
Fred

,

nourished and stror ?
there is little
dange»
essential that you
your resistance.
Tv ,J ^
t:
-sands of families
v
i!d not dream of
kP;„
vithout the
projection

the winter.

Marsh, at Carrie Colby's, returned day.
Oct-13Mas. Chips, Jb.
Eddington, Sunday.
Mrs.
of
Margaret Eldridge
A large moose has been seen in this
Rumford
Most disfiguring skin eruptions, scrofula,
vicinity recently. Deer also seem abun- Falls spent Saturday night and Sunday
with
her
F.
L.
dant.
brother,
Colby. She was biood
tonic, is well recommended. $1.26 st
There has been an unusual demand for accompanied homo by her mother, Mrs. all stores.—Advt.
A. L. Colby.
small apples, and every native tree seems
to be

Eaton of Ortanct recently
sister, Mrs. Otis Leach.
Mrs. Ella Maynard has returned to her
home in Lowell, Mass., after the summer

ing

Miss

MT. DESERT FERRY.

nephew,

Mias Miriam

Miss Maud Small

college for

her

grand-nephew Henry W. Brown.
Stanley Gordon and family have closed
their home and gone to East
Surry for the

and

your

Kate

MrB.

SUNSET.
Mrs. Avery Marshall has gone to New
York.

Frank

visiting

Helen Keed

Mrs. Robert
and
Wayne
children,
Janet and Robbie, from San Juan, Porto
Rico, who have been visiting her parents,
Capt. George W. Runt and wife, left Sept.
30 to visit her sister, Mrs. R. M,
Simonds,
before they go to their new home in San
Antonio Texas.
O®1- *•
Thelma.

P. M.

at borne.

]

j

Miss

Gott,
Reed have returned to their home in Arlington,
Mass.,
after spending their vacation with reiativea here and at Southwest Harbor.

Mrs.

from

—

pour in boiling water, and cook until
thick. Add vinegar last. Cut beets into
cubes, and rebeat in sauce.—A. M. Y.

Miaa

spending Ibe

Harold

at the home of

and

Elizabeth Gott has been visiting
Cranberry island.

on

Tbe purposes of this column are succlnc
y
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the mut hi
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful
Belnjr for tbe common good, U Is for the com-

You have noticed, perhaps,
that Aunt
Madge is still wondering about that birthday
chair, and how it happened. So
perhaps we
had better tell her that there is no
mystery
connected with its coming, but that is was because of the kindly
thought of our dear M.
B. sister, Mrs. Billings “B. E. 8.,”thata birthday gift for Aunt Madge was planned on our
reunion day, and every member
present was
delighted to fall in with the idea. A little
bird must have whispered it to some ofsur
absent members, for, from one and another
came the request. “Let me in on this too?”
and if time had permitted, I know that
every
absent member would have
deemed it a
privilege to have a “Auger in the pie,” or in
other words, a “dime in the dollars.”
B. E. S. asked me to take
charge; and I
could not refuse her, for she is one of the
dearest old ladies I ever knew. I
began
wishing that the gift might be something
beautiful, a precious gem perhaps, worthy
of her to whom the gift was made.
In my dilemma I appealed to
“Narcissus.”
who kindly came to my assis tance
by saying
that she thought “mother’d like a chair.”
And. dear Aunt Madge, the reason that
chair isn’t a better one, is because it was the
only one to be bought in Bluehill at that
time, but what it lacks in polish and workmanship, your M. B. sisters wish to make
up to you in love and good wishes; for we
do appreciate the time and thought that
you
spend on our column.
How interesting it has been of late! I enjoyed Ann letter. She will. I think, be gad
to know that a dear brother from
Montana
has visited me lately, and I went with him
to
Monmouth, where we held a family reunion
of five Bisters and brothers and
together

:

have

Miss

I

Hopeful.'

in

was

Capt. J. W.

with

a
Stover,
gave
Edwin Lope us and
wife Saturday evening, to get
acquainted
with the children's parents.

roc table

week.

Boston,
Dear

recipe”

fishing

trawl

(tone

! Stanley,
The teacher,

arc

visited her

Portland, Maine.

regard to writing
for good
literature, if they cannot get them published otherwise, we will print them as

Needed Prate?
K
vJf^3
Keep

PENOBSCOT.
KrnrM Snow and wife
week in Camden.

You may have

Flattery! Flattery! My dear Charity,
surely 1 am answered, and in a way that
puts a quietus on my further questionings.
If the M.

COUNTY NEWS

lg

tbs
\

family or your guests

CSlVlii/lOiSXl

LORNA DOONE
Biscuit
-the modem shortbread

LOfcMA DOONE

—

mid-moming lunch, an afW temoon snack, or as a substantial
Blscul J
r part of a late-hour supper. There’s
do. noA
a particular charm in their
Leforn
inviting
flavor and mealy delicacy.
And,
creaifl
Koyol |

while

lords ■

pre.'tBj

they

not

oose^ll

t

are

super-good they

Food for

are

strength

for

young and old—anytime
NBC. Graham

super-rich. The name LORNA
DOONE is on every biscuit.

—

Ills thi

Crackers.

Sold by the pound and in the
famous In er-seal Trade
Mark package.

hosted
with

a

NATIONAL BWCOTT

COMPANY

tliivl >SI
«

they
the best oTV
versat ion with
taste.

“On his suggestion,
when he had sold all his 17

purchased

twine

I’teuuuiu

you
scuit which remind
ttlor thread
at
a*

now

know

one

of tin

Scotland

At the one and only
there was a "nm on
Biscuit, premium
and Uojral Lum* Biscuit

^rl

,l

lloon«
£

,ifii
daj

COUNTY NEWS

Why
Suffer

BLUKHILL.
Fannie Swert of Boston is
visiting her
moitier. Mra. Nellie Sweet.

■

Kulph Townsend

c~nD*’

cottage ior the

^W^Linlment
oi

Moon

inter.

Boyden Bearee of Augusta is visit*
ing net mother, Mrs. Hannah Sargent.
Mias Mary Ober has been taken to the
Bangor hospital for treatment.

*

pain
100

orer

remarkable

Alise Sadie Hnow and

are

,

Parker, Lester Curtis, Alton
Somes Emerton Rnd Clarence
home from Aroostook county.

About fifty members of Mountain Kebekah lodge vieited Cecilia
lodge of

the Pearson

|

the

resignation to take effect upon the
her contract, Oct. 20.
The
central office will be moved to the home
of
Mrs.
La Forrest
who
Richards,
succeeds Mrs. Pillsbury as chief operator.
Mrs. Pillsbury will spend the winter
the

expiration of

membein of Keewayden lodge, K
are urged
to
be present at the
roll-call meeting Tu esday evening, Oct.
HI. Judge H. L. Crabtree of
Ellsworth
°f

with

P.,

will

be

the

principal speaker.

tainment and
The
aid

society

'meeting

of

be

An enter-

the

ladies’

of the

an assault on
me,
But Town Talk Flour of finest wheat
Contains more nutriment than meat.”

Milled

Mrs. Jessie Bragdon,

discussion of

of the

future of that
land, it will be interesting to go back to
the past and study the
beginning of the
nation.

Honor—Ideal for

on

the

The club for boys and girls,
recently
organized by the Village Improvement
society, will be opened at the Pendleton
building, Wednesday, Oct. 15. After this

Every Baking

week,

the club

three nights

room

will

be

on
open
for girls

week—Tuesdays
only, and Wednesdays and Saturdays
for boys. It is planned to
procure a

TOWN TALK FLOUR

S.

W. M. Pettee and wife spent two days
recently in Bangor.
Mrs. Curtis Leighton has gone to New
York for two weeks.

held

Congregational church next Sunday evening Miss Walkley wilt have for
her subject, “The
Story of Armenia.”
Since the people are continually
hearing
of the great needs there, and
especially

a

Harry Hayes,

A3HVILLE.

Sorrento,

At the

I negoose remarked, "Toil seem to be

Mrs.

Miss Ora Leighton has gone to Winter
Harbor.

ing.

Preparing

daughter,

Woodland.
Oct. 13.

Congregational church
next Thursday afternoon
at the parsonage. AH ladies of the church
are urged to come at 2.30 for
the business meeting and the social time followwill

her

WRIGIEYS

of

supper will follow.

annual

May Pillsbury, who for the past
has efficiently conducted
telephone exchange, b&s resigned;

Mrs.

All

Mrs. K. L. Osgood

36ttrrti*tmrnt«.

twenty will be eligible for membership.
The committee in charge: Rev. R. M.
Trafton, Prof. V. Q. Smith, Mrs. E. E.
Chase, Rev. Frances Walkley, Mrs. F. B.
Snow and Mrs. A. M. Herrick.
eleven years

Brooksville Friday evening, and had a
very enjoyable time.
Mrs. Ward Peters, Mra. Otis
Littlefield,
Mra. E. E. McIntyre and daughter MarIf a ret,
Mary Howard and Abbie Gross
have gone to Boston.

Mrs.

prescription lor internal

A »oothing. heaUn*.
M'SS.kla*. wftt
ol

*2liJran«W>«

w

has rented

Charles

Horton,

Oeorge Mason and wife have moved into
the Orindlo bouse on High street.

Johnson’s
.^r't ‘aroooa

attended the Uebekah
assembly in Portland Oct. 14.

who has

been

in

has returned home.

6

c a

5

c a

package
before the

war

package
during the war

Maud Martin

Mrs.

ib spending her
vafather, J. W. Small.
John Tracy and family, who have spent
the summer in Bar Harbor, are home.
Wilton Hanna, teacher of the grammar
school, is preparing a Hallowe’en play.
W. J. Scbiefflriin and family have closed

cation with her

J

their

summer

home and returned to

5c

a

package

NOW

New

York.
Harold Leighton and wife of Farmington, Mass., are spending their honeymoon
with Mrs. Leighton.

|
[

The C. E.

society

preparing

is

social

soon.

charge

of the program and

Mrs.

W.

give

to

THE FLAVOR LASTS
SO DOES THE PRICE!

a

Pettee
Linwood

M.

has

Mrs.

Martin of the refreshments.

pool table and furnish games of all kiuds.
The reading tables will be stocked with

The stork has been

leaving

latest

magazines and papers. Only boyB
and girls between the ages of twelve and

sons

a

busy here recently,

Mr. and

Henry

Mrs.

Frank Farrin,
daughter with Mr. and Mrs. John

Preble and
and

with

Mr. and

Mrs.

Preble.

!

Martin

Philip

and

wife

have closed

Martin has gone to
I New York, where he has employment with
| Mrs. W.J. Schieffelin, and Mrs. Martin
has gone to her former home in Columbia
I
Falls.
Oct. 6.
Phcebe.

|

r

their home here.

Mr.

|
|

The Sign of Service

SOCONY
Motor

I Gasoline

|

A wide variety o£
mixtures is being
sold under the

name“gasoline.”

SOCONYi
MOTOR

The best way to
be sure that the

gasoline

you

measures

is to buy from the
dealers listed below. They sell
only SOCONY

—uniform, pure,
powerful. Look
for the Red,

u.i.Krort)

buy

up to

quality standards

White and Blue

So-CO-ny Sign.

chapel by

at the

C. E., Saturday evening, Oct. 18.

Sheehan,

Miss B.

who hHS

been

visiting

F. H. Bean’s, has returned to Boston.
Mrs. Judson Gordon, with daughter
Patricia, of East Franklin, is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Fred Orcutt.
Oct. 13.
Phcebe.
at

LAM OINK.

Covey,

Grafton

land from France
visited his

who returned
time ago,
here.

some

parents

Mrs. Lacorda Davis is

visiting

to

Port-

recently

C. A.

Googins

Reynolds
and

wife,

and

here, will return
port, Mass., Tuesday.
Miss Abbie

wife

and

Eben

«ho have

season

spent the
to Cambridge

Coolidge is ill.

Oct. 13.

R.

Hinckley and wife spent

days recently

STANDARD 0lLCO.SE N.Y.f

and tjie \vor]j’s
Best Gasoline

DEALERS WHO SELL SOCONY MOTOR GASOLINE

1ST

in Massa-

chusetts.

Robert

I

|

given

A social will be
the

NORTH BLUE HILL.

mm
The Sign of a
Reliable Dealer

Mrs. Leona Hanna is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Wylie Hammond.

a

few

in Etna.

Grindle of Hull’s Cove, formerly of this place, spent a few days last
Freeman

week with friends here.

O. Cfaatto, who recently moved here
Long Island, has reopened the grocery store on Haskell’s corner.
Oct. 6.
D,
L.

from

Butter Paper Printed At
The American Office
Best qualitv Bed Lion water-proof and
grease-proof vegetable parchment paper, printed with especially made butter paper ink to
comply
with new law. There is cheaper paper on the market; none better.

Price,

including paper and special printing:
500 sheets pound size, $2.2* ; naif-pound
“
“
“
l'
1000
3.50;

size, $2.00
“

3.00

Ellsworth:

C. E. Molang

Ells. Foundry ,fc Machine Works
H. F. Wescott
O. P. Torrence

Sl'.rv * Einnehan

H. 1’. F.stev
E. E. Rowe

H. W.

C. W. Grindal

Morang

Ellsworth Falls:
A. W.

Whitcomb, Haynes & Whitney
North Ellsworth

Salisbury

H. L. Danico

Bluehill:
.T. B. Bettel
C. F. Wescott,

Austin Chatto
I. E.

jr.,

F. E. Nason

F. E. Greene
A. U. Conary

Stanley
East Bluehill

supply cigarette contentment beyond anything
experienced! You never tasted such fullbodied mellow-mildness; such refreshing, appetizing

CAMELS

South Bluehill
Brooklin

F. A. Bowden

you ever

North Sedgwick

G. M. Allen & Son

flavor and coolness. The more Camels you smoke the
greater becomes your delight—Camels ore such a ciga-

North Brooksville

W. H. Stover

West Brooksville

S. H. Hawes
F. W. Gray
F. B. Sylvester

West

rette revelation !

Sedgwick

Everything about Camels you find so fascinating is due to
their quality—to the expert blend of choice Turkish and
choice Domestic tobaccos.

South Bluehill

Daniel McKay

Surry

Franklin:

Dyer

You’ll say Camels

L. C. Braedon
Gott & Hanson

K. E. Rankin
Bros

O. J. Murch

Eastbrook

Fawoine:
H. L. Smith
W. C. Wallace
G. W. Colwell & Co.
H. W. Johnson
Louis Jordan

Howard Crosby
Aldeu K. Haslarn

J. Sherman Douglas
E. M.

King

South Hancock
Hancock
Mt. Desert Ferry
Aurora

Waltham

in a class

by themselves—they seem
ways!
Freedom from any unpleasant cigaretty after-taste or unpleasant cigaretty odor makes Camels particularly desirable
to the most fastidious smokers. And, you smoke Camels as
liberally as meets your own wishes, for they never tire your
taste! You are always keen for the
satisfaction that makes
cigarette
18c. a
made to meet your own personal taste in so many

Trenton

H. H. Hopkins

are

m

package

Camels

so

r\
S

attractive. Smokers real-

ize that the value is in the

cigarettes

and do not expect premiums or cou-

f

VI

£

pons !

Compare Camels with

cigaprice !

any

rette in the world at any

STANDARD OIL COMPANY of NEW YORK

A-

Camels are sold everywhere in scientifically
sealed packages of 20 cigarettes or ten pack(200 cigarettes) in a g las sine-pspercovered carton.
We strongly recommend
this carton for the home or office
supply
or when you travel.

ages

R. J.REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Salem, N. C.

<

*
V
-i
■

jfor Salt.
vlhe €Usu)ovtl) American AROUND THEWOalD
1500 pounds;
old;
II ORsE-Weight,
radically sound; good
WITH THE AMERM
Add
Homer Wilbur, Marlboro ^worker.
1
Y WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
^f iRED CROSS. {j^
Ml sewing machine; drop top, all
PCBl ISHKD

SING
tachments

in good condition.
Nrll?r F. Royal, Ellsworth. Me.

On German Soil.

V. AN ‘OCK C OUNTY PUBLISHING CO.

JFor Salt

H. Titus, Editor and Manager.

8. K.

APPLICATION.

1919

C. Conary of Bucksport, who
in Ellsworth this week attending

incidentally is pushing

court,

his

cam-

Sfclp WHantA.

of the State senators from
Hat:. ock county, in which he is re
one

M

ceivmg encouraging support.
The Senate labor committee that
has been
investigating the steel
strike finds that half the steel workof foreign birth and cannot
read, write or speak English, and
have no desire to become naturalized.
ers are

Americanization legislation is needed.
The steel strike, engineered from
outside the steel workers, smacks too

strongly

of

doomed to

collapse,

Bolshevikism.

It

is

public opinion

as

iUga? Notices.

In the City Square of Treves, Germany, headquarters of the allied military forces, an ancient cross surmounted monument marks the city’s center
For this reason American
of traffic.
Jted Cross officials converted It, as
shown by this picture. Into a directory
of all Red Cross activities In the city.

is not behind it.

THE

I

STONINGTON.
OBITUARY.

Frederick H. Parkhmst of
Now and again
BaD^or w.is in Ellsworth yesterday. earthly sphere
Co..

Since his success in the pre-primary
campaign in Penobscot county. Col.
Pamourst’s campaign for the republican nomination for governor is

rapic.lv gaining momentum. “Nothing
”

succeeds like success.
From Somerset county this week comes the announcement that Lt. Col. Marston of
Skowhegan will not be a candidate
for the nomination against Col. Parkhnrst.
This annonneement was not

one

is called

who

leaves

this

from
a

memory

bright and siricere that even years
forgetfulness. Of such a
bring
quality was the life of Elmer E. Crockett,
brought suddenly to a close, Oct 4.
He was born in Stoningtoo on June 4,
1961, and married Fanny W. Hatch on
January 30, 1884. To them were born
three
^ughters and a son. Mr. Crockett
was purser on the steamer
Vinalbaven
so

cannot

A

her maiden trip, and was thus employed for several years. After resigning
this position, he was appointed deputy
on

surprising, to be sure, as the close collector of customs at Castine. He then
friendship long existing between the came to Stonington, and secured a positwo men seemed to preclude their be- tion with the John L. Goss Granite Cor|.B
ing rival Candidates for the nomina- During his employment with this comhe also served the town as selectman
tion. Somerset was merely awaiting pany
and town clerk. In 1914 he was
appointed
the verdict ot Penobscot county, and
post master, and ably served this office
signs multiply that not Somerset until his death.
alone, bet otoer sections of the State, j Mr. Crockett was an active member of
are satisfied with the verdict.
the Masonic lodge and chapter, the Odd
COl N l Y (.OS.Ml*.
Charles B. Pineo of Bar Harbor bag been
Hancock count; chairman of
the National KooseveH Memorial association.
made the

The

\t. liesert bridge, now
open
be formally dedicated
Until -leraonai day of next
year. It will
be dedicated as a memorial
to the soldiers
ana sailors ol
Hancock county who served
in the great war. A
suitable tablet will
be p.aced upon the
to

it.'..

traffic,

«r;.l not

bridge.

^-

of Bar Harbor
Hazel and Mildred
C- W- Sweeney’s
Eddy of Bangor *t a'lr‘tor the week-end.

Mrs. Hears*
Mta*

'8

entertained

_____

worth and Bar Harbor.

appointments for duty
C. will probably be
made from the registers of eligibles established as a result of this examination,
at entrance salaries ranging from f9U0 to
fl,020 and promotions through the various grades to f1,060, and f1,380.
It is expected that the length of service will ;
Several thousand

Washington,

D.

range from one to two years.
This examination relates exclusively to
the cffi .e force at Washington, D. C., and
h:s nothing to do with the appointment
of supervisors, special agents or enumtrators, employment in such positions not

being subjec:

|

to civil service law.

Congress approved July 11
1919, provides preference shall be given
to honorary •-charged soldiers, sailors
and marines, and widows of such, and to
wives
!
injured soldiers, sailors and
An

act

marines,

need and

will

missed in the

be

munity.

—

He leaves

widow, one sod, Charles of
Pequot, Minn., three daughters, .Mrs.
A. W. Gregory of Rockland, Mrs.
Harry

Judkins

a

and

Stonington,

Mias

and

a

rSara

sister,

Crockett
W.

Mrs.

vrb'. the ..selves
V.ives

positions.
App':cants

are

qualified

are not

qualified

of sight the sufferings and sorrows,
>nd all the crimes and evils that follow In its train, that ft has its glory
In the eyes of men.—Bryant.

apply

once

for

304, staling i~o title of the examination desired, to the Civil Service commission, Washington, D. C.

j
j

lbiKf'iatr-.<a.'4

FOR SALE
Shetland PONIES

form

A cal!

has

also

out

gone

for

enumerators.

Active, intelligent

liable

and

men

women,

eighteen years of age,

are

not

census

and

needed

re-

than

.ess

for this

task.

T. W. Clair, supervisor of the census
for th*» third district of Maine, which includes Somerset, Kennebec, Waldo, Hancock and Washington counties, will need

From $50, $75, $100 to $200
Cash or Installment Plan
Address,

C. G.

Phillips

Ponj- Farm, Cortland, Ohio

about 194 enumerators for this district.

Applications

or

requests for application

fo'tns should be sent to him

His
October 15.
street, Waterville.

on or

is

address

before

58

Main

TOUR EUROPE
and

see

the

Great Battlefields
How’s This?

Of BELGIUM and FRANCE

We offer One Huudred Dollars Reward foi
of Catarrh that cannot be cured by

auv ca.-e

Ha'll's Catarrh Medicine.
Hall's Catarrh

Medicine

has

been

tahen

by catarrh sufferers for the past thirty-five

years, and has become known a«» the most
reliable remedy for Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh
Medicine acts through the blood on the
mucous surfaces, expelling the poison from
the blood and healing ihe diseased portions.
After you have taken Hall’s Catarrh Medicine for a short time you will see a great
improvement in your general health- Start
taking Hall's Catarrh Medicine at once and
get rid of catarrh. Send for testimonials,
P. J CHENEY & CO., Props.,
Soid by all Druggists, 75c.

Toledo,

Ohio.

<

|

Cleaning Pearls.
To clean pearls soak them in a hot
ionp prepared from bran, with a little j
As soon as
'ream of tartar and alum.
rool enough, ruh the pearls betveen
the hands.
Repeat application until
Then rinse
discoloration disappears.
In lukewarm water and lay pearls on j
white paper in a dark place to cool,

to hold

such

uld at

HpBE

of
A.

of

but who.-

Bage

com-

War's Glory.
War, litre all other situation* of
danger uM rtf change, calls forth &e
j
exertion of admirable Intellectual qual|
Fifes and great -virtues, and it is only
j■
on
these
and
by dwelling
keeping out

An open compet tive ei'JWk.‘^tion for
^eld
clerk, Bureau of the Census, wfU bw‘
all over the country on October \§, 1
and November 15. lo .Hancock county
the examinations will be held in Ells-

in

Fellows, Forresters, Eastern Star and Rebekah lodges. He was A pAst master of
Reliance lodge, F. and A. M., a past noble
grand of the Joshua Davis lodge, I. O. O.
F., distrist deputy grand master, 1. O. O.
F., and degree master of Kockbound Kebekah lodge. He was always one of the
first to put out a help ng band to those in

Buckminister of New York.
The funeral was held at the home
The
Tuesday afternoon.
fraternitiea
attended in*k body. The
hearers were
Charles W. Brimigion, F. A. Torrey,
Charles T. Knowltou and J. N. Coomb*.
Oct. 13.
C.

nicoun.

—

HOME

paign for the repnblican nomination
as

published

HOTEL

Wiley
ia

following matters
rpHE
X
sented for the action

HOTEL HELP WANTED

Business communications should be addressed to, and all checks and mou^y orders
made payable to Thb Hancock County Publishing Co.. Ellsworth, Maine.

OCTOBER 15,

court

at

cou rt.

on Pine
Mrs. S. K. Whiting,

yttnalt JLtrlp

single Copies.05

WEDNESDAY,

to 1ft.

High street,

...

es-

having been prethereupon hereinafter indicated, it is b« reby ordered: That
notice thereof he given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively in the
fflantclj.
Ellsworth American, a newspaper published
at Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
appear at a probate court to he held at Ellsworth on the fourth day of November, a. d.
1919, at ten
the clock in the fore^>on.
help needed daily year around. and he heard of
thereon if they see cause.
All kinds of hotel work for first-class
a’so
the leading
Charles Albert Holden, late of Sedgwick, in
reliable hotels in Maine,
said county. deceased, a certain instrument
summer hotels and camps during the season
Those wishing to secure reliable hotel posipurporting to be the last will and testament
tions snonld always call or write to the of said deceaaed, together with petition for
Maim* Hotel Agsncy, new quarters, 47 M»in
probate thereof and for the appointment of
street. Established 38 years. We know the the executor without giving bond, preacnted
hotels ann proprietors personally. Pares paid
by C. Dudley Du Hose, the executor therein
named.
to any point from Bangor.
Sarah A. Kroitu. late of Ellsworth, In said j
Petition that Charles L
EMPLOYMENT
Braiding rugs county, deceased
Smith or some other suitable person be
to- ns is pleasant, ease, well-paid work.
appointed administrator of the estate of said
For particular* address Pinkham Assocideceased presented by Charles L Smith, a
ates. Inc 3- 9 Anderson 8t., Portland, M*.
son of said deceased.
Josiah H. Gordon, late of Sullivan, in said
county, deceaaed. First and final account of
Minnie J
Wentworth, executrix, filed for
EN or women to take orders among settlement.
Amanda J Ordwav, late of C as tine, in said
friends and neighbors for the genuine
guaranteed hosiery, full line for men, women county, deceased. A certain instrument purWe pay
and children. Eliminates darning.
porting tone the last will and testament of
said deceaaed, together with petition for pro
50c an hour spare lime or $24 a week for full
time.
Experience unnecessary. Write In- bate thereof, presented by Edwin Ordway.
Stocking
Norris- the executor therein named.
ternational
Mills,
Ellen M. Milan, late of Southwest Harbor,
in said county, deceased. First and final account of Orrin L. Milan, administrator, died
for settlement.
Millie M. Milan, of Southwest Harbor, in
sa d county.
First account of Orrin L. Milan,
NOTICK OF FORECLOSURE.
guardian, filed for settlement.
BERTRAND
E. CLARK, Judge of
undersigned. Charles C. Morrison, of Witness,
said Court, at Ellsworth, this
Bar Harbor, County of Hancock. State
fourteenth
of
of
October
in
Maine,
notice
that
has
3
the
he
Rives
hereby
day
year of our Lord one
j
thousand nine hundred and nineteen.
claim by mortgage upon a certain lot or !
parcel of land, situated in the town of Bar I
Clara E. Mollan, Acting Register.
!
Harbor (formerly town of Eden) Hancock
A true copy.
county, Maine, bounded and described in
Attest:—Clara E. Mcllan. Acting Register.
• said mortgage as follows:
“Beginning at the
I east line of land now or formerly of John
STATE OF MAINE.
Brown on the southeast side of the road lead*
ins from Somes Sound to Bar Harbor, and
Hancock sa.—At a probate court held at
fol owing said road easterly to the sou'.hweM
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
line of land now or formerly of Edwin Young;
on the fourteenth day of October, in the year
! thence following said last mentioned line of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and
easterly and northerly to land now or for- ! nineteen, being an adjourned session of the
Edwin and Elvin Yoong; thence fol
October a. d. 1919 term of said couit.
j merly oftheir
south
line
to
the west
( lowing
easterly
CERTAIN instrument purporting lobe
line of isnd known as the Burleigh Lot;
a copy of the last will and testament of
thence following said line
to
southwesterly
Richardson's Pond, so called; thence follow*
MARY
E.
HOPKINSON, late of CAM; ing said pond to its outlet or brook; thence
BRIDGE, in the county of MIDDLE1 following
said brook to the head line of
and commonwealth of
SEX.
borne lot now or formerly of Sibley P. Richardson; thence following said last mentioned
MASSACHUSETTS,
line nortneriy to and by the head of lot now deceased, and
of the prob te thereof in said
or formerly of Israel Norwood to the northcommonwealth
of
Massachusetts.
duij
east
corner thereof;
thence following the authenticated,
having been presented to the
north line of said Norwood lot to line of land
of probate for our said couoty of HanJudge
now or formerly of Bloomfield T. Richardson;
cock for the purpose of being allowed, filed
thence following said last mentioned line to and recorded in
the probate court of our said
lin** f land now or formerly of Daniel K.
county of Hancock and for letters testamentBrown; thtnee following said last mentioned J
to issue to Charles Almy, the executor
line to said road; thence following said road | ary
named in amid will, without
giving any
easterly to Hue of land now or formerly of 1
on bis bond.
John Brown; thence following said last fine surety
j
That
Ordered,
notice
thereof
be
to the place of beginning,
and containing !
given to
three hundred (800) acres, more cr less. Be- all persons interested therein, by publishing
ing the same premiaes described as conveyed a copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth
to said
American, a newspaper
Morrison Lumber
Company by 1
Nathan Ask b) warranty deed dated July 24. printed ai Ellsworth, in said coyote of Han15*16. and recorded in book 529, page 325 of the I cock, prior to the fourth day of November,
registry of needs for said county of Hancock. a. d. 1919. that they may appear at a probate
court then to he held at Ellsworth in and for
To which deed and record reference is hereby
said county of Hancock, at ten o'clock in the
Said mortgage is from
expressly made"
forenoon, and show cause, If any they have,
The Morrison Lumber Company, a corporj
ation oiganized under the laws of the State
against the same.
• Maine, and having its establish! d place of BERTRAND E. CLARK Judge of Probate.
bu ir*ss si
Waf Harbor (formerly Eden I A true copy:
Rfti.cock county, State of Maine, tv. me, the Attest:—Clara E Mlllan. Acting Register.
said Charles C. Morrison: is dated February
4, 191®, and recorded in the Hancock couofy, I
NOTICE or lOKKCLOM’RK.
Maiu*. registry of deeds. In book 544. ptge
321, u which said mortgage a ltd the record
Vl^ HERE Aft Robert H. Bennett, then of
thereof esirfess reference is made
Tbv Con- t If
Eden, now Bar Harbor,county of Han
ditionsoi Haiti mortgage have been and flow cock. Mate of Maine, by his mortgage deed
rerna n broken,
dated April 2, a. d. 1914, and recorded in the
reason whereof I, the said
by
Charles C. Morrison, claim foreclosure of
Hancock county registry of deeds, book 5h5.
the same and be.tby give this notice for that
107, conveyed to the undersigned, Bert
Bennett, of Hucksport, in said county
purpose.
,
Chari as C\ Morrison.
and State. a certain lot or parcel of land situH. M. Conners, attorney.
ated in
the village of Bar Harbor and
October 11, 1919.
bourded and descrioed as follows, o wit:
Beginning at a piece of iron pipe driven iu
the ground in the southern side of Mount
STATE OF MAINE,
Des rt street and at the northeast cornt
o?
laud of J. C. Manchester:
thence south
liauklng Departinewt.
seventy seven (77) degrees, no minutes east,
but everywhere following the southern side
Union Trust Company of Ellsworth,
X in the county of Hancock and State of line of said Mount Desert street seventy-one
Maine, having made application to tbs underfeet (71) nine inches (9) to a piece of iron !
signed for permission to establish a branch pipe driven iu the ground to a poiut where
or agency fu the town of Milbridge, county of
j Aioory Lane intersects Mount Dtsert street;
Washington, and having furnished satis- | thence south eight (ft) degrees, no minutes
factory proof of the payment of fee required west but everywhere following the west side
line of said
by law to the tR* • Treasurer,
Amory Lane three hundred
I hereby designate Tuesday, October Slr j ninety one ,391) feet to a piece of iron
pipe
1919. at 10 o’clock in the forenoon and the 1 set in the ground; thence north eighty-tnree
office of the selectmen in aaid Milbridge, m (88) degrees, no minutes west seventy one
the time and place when and where alt ; feet (71) aeven (7) inches to a piece of iron
persons interested in said matter may appear
pipe driven in the ground in the eastern lias
and be heard
of said lot of said J. C. Manchester;
theflee
also direct that notice of hearing be given j north eight (9) degrees, no minutes east but
by the petitioners by causing this order to be everywhere following the eastern line of said
in the Bun for Daily Xrw» and the
tot of J. C. Manchester; thence north eight
ngor
Daily Commercial in the issues of ! degrees {•*» ne minutes east but everywhere
October 18, and iu the Ellsworth American
following the eastern line of said J. C. Manin the issue of Oct. 16, and that proof of said
chester, three hundred ninety-1 ight feet (398)
to the
publication be presented thereat.
place of beginning; together with all
Frank L. Palmzb. Bank Commissioner.
the buildings on said lot
Being the same
]
Dated at Augusta, Me., October 11, 1919
described in warranty deed from
livinj^ Parker to Robert H. Bennett, dated
June SI. 190e. and recorded in ht ok 4SO. page
STATIC OF MAINE.
I *86, of the registry of deeds for said eounty of
Hancock; and whereas the condition of said
Hanking Department.
mortgage has been and now remain* broken,
Union Trust Company of Ellsworth.
now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
in the county of Hancock, and State of
condition thereof. 1 claim a foreclosure of
laid mortgage and give this notice for tint
Maine, having made application to the sndtrigned for permission to establish a branch purpose.
or agency in thr town of Bluehill. com my of
Bert H. Bhn.vhvt.
Hancock, and having furnished satisfactory
By his att’yv T. H. Smith.
proof of the ua» ment of fee required bv law
Buckspo^. Maine, September 25. 1919to the State Treasurer,
I hereby designate
Monday, October 90.
1919. at 10 o'clock in the forenoon and the
NOTitK or pmiecL(Miiuc.
office of the selectmen in said Bluehill, a» the
time and
HERE AH Sa»rusl L. Treat, Jr., of the
place when and where all persons V|^
interested in said matter may appear anu be
▼ ▼
town formerly called Eden, now Bar
Harbor, in the county ®f Hancock. State ol
I also direct that notice of hearing be g.\ e»
Maine, by hfes mortgag* deed dated Februby the petitioners by caaaing this O'der to be ary 28, a. <1. 1SV0. and recorded iu the registry
publ’sbed in the Bangor Daily A>as> aud *t deeds f< r tne county **f Hancock Mato of
the Bangor Daily Commercial in the issues of
Maine. March 1. a. d. 1810, in book 881, pugg
October 18. and in the Ellsworth Amiujcas
■80. Conveyed in mortgage to me. the underin the issue of Oct. 15. and that proof of said
dgued, Catherine Doyle ol Ellsworth, in said
publication be preset, ed thereat.
:ounty of Hancock, State- of Maine, certain
Frank L. Palmkr. Hank Commission**?:.
real e-tate sllwated in said town formerly
Dated at Augusta. Me October 11, 1919.
sailed Eden, now bar Harbor, described in
laid mortgage ws loilowr:
“A certain tot or
parcel of tar d situated it* that part of mud
STATE OF MAINE.
ifiden known sat Bar Harbor ano bounded
»ud described as follows, to wtt:
Beginning
Banking Department
*t the
80uu><eam
corner
bound of land
Union Trust Company of El’sworsh
of J a toe a Ricriarda on the weat aide
formerly
in the county of Hancock, and .State of
it Main street and runs southerly by said
Maine, having made application to the unfctreet eighty tee', to a stake on the north sice
dersigned for permission to establish a >f Second south* street; th«uce westerly on
branch or agency in the town of Tremens, second South s reel six
rods; thence northcounty of Haucock. and having furnished
■ri.v parallel with the first mentioned line
satis,actury proof of the payment of fee re- eighty feet to the south line ol laud formerly
quired by law to the State Treasurer,
^1 Ja nes Richa ds; thence by the south line
1 hereby designate Wednesday. October
M said Richard V land six n4j to the point of
22, 1919, at ten o'clock in the forenoon and
being all and the same premises
the hanking room of the Tremont Saving* beginning;
described as conveyed in the quit clai
deed
Bank iu said Tretnon as the time and place
[>f Catherine Doyle to Samuel L. Treat, jr.,
when and where all persons interested in
of even date herewith to t.
recorded. All
said matter may appear and be beard.
on the lot enow*
described are
buildings
i also direct that notice of bearing be given
herebv included* and whereas the conditions
by the petitioners by causing this order to be of said mortgage have been ann still remain
published in the Bangor Daily Seven and the broken, now, therefore, by reasou oi said
Bangor Daily Commercial in the issues of br-ach of the a*id conditions of said mortOct. 18, and in the Ellsworth American
gage. I, the undersigne i. Catherine Doyle-,,
in the issue of Oct. 15, and that proof of claim a foreclosure ot said
mortgage and give
said publication be presented thereat.
‘bis notice tor that purpose.
Frank L Palmer. Bank Commissioner.
Catherine Doyle.
Dated at Augusta. Me., October 1L, 1919.
listed at Ellsworth, Mohis, this first da*. ;
oi October, a. d. 1919.
OF
NOTICE OF DV1SOL1 TION
PARTNERSHIP.
STATE OF MAINE.
heretofore
at
existing
partnership
r|^HK
A
Sedgwick Maine, under the firm style
Itanking Department.
ol Smith Brothers is hereby dissolved.
TheoBar Harbor B iking Sc Trust Com
dore A. Smith retires from the firm
The
X pany,t>f Bat Harbor, in the countv of
business will hereafter be carried on bj PUz
tirade
Henry Smith. Ail bil s owed bv Smith Hancock, and State ol Maiue. having
Bothers will be paid by Fits Henry Smith application to the undersigned for permisand all acrounts due Smith Brothers should sion to establish an agency iu the town of
Htonington. county of Hancock, and having
be paid to him.
furnished saiistsctory proof of the payment
Thkopore a. Smith.
of fee required by
w to the
-late Treasurer,
Fitz Heney Smith.
I hereby designate
Monday. October 20.
Dated this eleventh day of October a. d. 1919.
1919, at three o’clock in the afternoon and the
board of trade room iu said fttouington. as
the time and place when and where all per*
c.t,1.
sons interested iu
said matter may i-ppear
and be heard.
also direct that notice of hrariug oe giveu
1 byI the
petitioners by causing ibis order to be 1
published m the Bangor .Ontip »itr« and the I
NKKC’ALTt HAP* OK
nmmercial u» the issues of
hang-'r Daily
rVKKWKlUM*, ACCOUNTING AND
Oct* 18, and iu the^Eutsworth American iu 1
i>t.\buAi. clerical work
vgeud l n.oti Sale Deposit & I rust Co., ot « *>i t i iu..- issue of Oct. 15, and that pruoi of said |
pub.icatiou be presented thereat
Uud, tor furulsblng Probate and Surety Bond
Frank L.
Agent OHver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
B»nk CoBrn issioner.
Removed to School St.,
Ellsworth, an*.
Dated a. Augt*. t. Mr., Ootobe: |1, 1919,
to

Six months.75
.38
Three months

ADVERTISING RATES ON

or

Mrs.

probate

either of the

legal Xoticts.

held
Ellsworth, In and
for the county of Hancock, on the fourteenth day of October in the year of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and
nineteen
and
hy adjournment from the seventh
dayof said October a. d. 1919 term of said

At a

Whiting house

HOUSE—The
street. Apply
Ellsworth.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
Strictly in Advance)
One ytMr.
.f 1.50
Four months.50

persons interested in
tates hereinafter named.

at-

and

-.'lifts.

To all

rets

ELLSWORH, MAINE

V

ILrga:

Visit 8WITZKRLAND, SUNNY ITALY
and the FRENCH RIVIERA.
Sail by
8. S. “Adriatic'* (24,500 tons) Jail. 3 from
New York.

FIR8T CALIFORNIA TOUR
Leaves Jhu. 7, includes Grand Canyon
and Apache Trail.
For further information a;.d itinerary address the

WALTER H. WOODS CO.
I.ITTLE HUH.DINO

BOSTON, MASS.

Eblished

j

5remises

THE

THE

rpHE

{jna.MtsisEuti

/VL1CK

11.

To all
tates

persons interested in either of Che
hereinafter named:

phohat*

'VOTKF iaherehy

COunt-.^

liS?11'

cofJt

Edna Turner Appleton, late
of
Massucniiv-its, <iece»*g*1. \VU|jam
tim
Co5a,,se^ appointed
the last

a*'*4**
V? ?*'n,
*•«<,
j*«M

5

olV,
Main' £

Mary E. Jordsu. late of B ir Harbor
county, deceased. Herbert M.
Harbor. In «ald county, appointed
°’
'“l W,M *nd ‘eatamem
ol
c.iiHd; date ol quatiftcation

AngJ^Vi

•£**'9
aa!!'

ie»t/i,„p,pf,"'w
ition™!,,“'1

,lr*H

oVtbl i*1
•'e'.i1*®
Si

Pa'rk*"
of!S
5,

<

count*UtSS

w!

Spot

|
*

C

3parkti late of Cambridge. Masts*
ebusettn,
Petition filed by WiDiam
li Beat, o. Taunton, Massachusetts
prating
for tbe appointment of said William H. Bent,
tie- eased

testament

place of EdPickering, trustee, now deceased.
George F, Haskell, late of Ellsworth, in I
said county, deceased
Petition filed by fid
ward C.

j

j

j
j

Hancoos IM.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, la and for said-county of Hancock,
>n the seventh cayjof October, in the
year of
our
Lor4 one thousand nine hundred and
nineteen.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy off the last will and
testament of
EDITH SYBILWHITNEY, late of the city,
county and slate of NEW YORK,
lie eased, and of the prolate thereof in said
itHte of New York, duty authenticated, having been presented to the judge of probate
[or our ssid county of Hancock for the purpose of being allowed, died and recorded in
he probate coart of our said county off Hansock.

A

Ordered, That notice thereof be given to all
interested therein, by publishing a
ropy of this order three weeks successively in
‘he
Ellsworth
American, a
newspaper
f rimed at Ellswortn. in said comity of Hanrock. prior to the fourth day of November, a.
MM, that they may appear at a probate
ourt then to be he:d at Rlls worth, in and for
laid county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in the
orenoon. aud show cause, if any they nave,
igaiast the same.
BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge of Probate.
A true copy.
fciteat:
Clara K. Mullah, Acting Register.
Masons

MAINE.

Hancock ss—At
a
h
probate coun
m Ellsworth,
in and for said county oi
Hancock, ou the seventh day of October, in
be year of our
Lord one thousand nine
aumi red and niceteeu.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a cony of the last will and
testament
tad codicils of
FRANCES 8. PEPPER, late of PHILADEL-

A

said county of Hancock, for the t>arof beiug allowed, filed and recorded in
[>oa
the probate co«rt of our said
couuty of Hancock
Ordered, that notice thereof be given to all
persons interested therein, by publishing a
:opy of this order three weeks successively
in the El. aworth American, a
newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, prior to the fourthday of November, a.
i. MI9. that they may appear at a probate
coart then to be held at Ellsworth, in and
lor said county of Hancock,at ten o'clock in
the forenoon, and show cause, if any
they
have, against the same
BELTRaND E. CLARK, Judge of Probate.
A true copy.
Attest:—Claba E. Mcllan. Acting Register.

hereby given that L the undersigned. have given my son. Percy
Bowden, his time during the remainder of

NOTICE

is

minority, aud that I snail pay no bills of
hi-* contracting, or collact wages earned by
him alter this date.
Ella M. Gross.
Orlaod, M<voe, October 13, MM.
ms

OK

KOMCUHC*1'-.

H. Beosell ol Mn
In Hoocock eonntjr.
Hate of
hv bin mortgage
March 18. a. d. 1818 and recorded in Hancock
tounty registry of deeds- book 5*8. P»‘e "i!'
ronveyed to Frank H. Arey ol
o.
iaucock er-onty
Maine, a certain loi
>arce) of land with the build®*#
rituated in that part ol Kden known an
clarbor and bounded and described a* roion me
awe. to wit
Beginning at a stake
wat line of a private way sixteen and
rorwi
from
enth* f 16 5-10) feet wide leading
or w
irenue and at the soatbwe«.t corner
lumbered mon a plan ol Snow and Mor
which said plan ia recosded in the
tw
leeda for said Hancock county, in 0-an
l. page 52; thence following a*»d Iin« of
private way south 34 wet at sty •»)
take; tbene* running >outh flfty aU
frees east ninety (90) fe<*t to a
i*rth four 4) degrees \ttd fifty-os® M
ites east sixty nine fwt (69; to a s‘»w‘«
be southeast corner of said lot numb*
hence north fifty-six <5«j degn** w«*‘ ■ ..
tot
owing the southerly line of said
wed 23, Ulty-four orrf
to
the place of beginning,
detcnom
u»reby to cornvey
vey lot lumuer 24, j*s
,1 being
Morse.
■a said plan of Snow and
.V.,^
"
he same premises described *» »
»,
lecd from Henry M. Smith to uw» !:»ob«n
3*nne't) dated AagiM4 *8. l9<«.
itkncock registry of deeds, book 3»5. Pa* hw
tnd whereas the saidi Frank d.Are>
^
ieed of assignment dated October H.
regi <
J18, and recorded in Hancock county
^signea
317.
f deeds, ho book M2, page
*****
i* listened all his right, title and
v
iaid mortgage deed and the debt there
P®
aid
of
rued to Bert H. Bennett
condition of *»i<l
m i whereas the
no*,
and uow remains
las been
herefore* by reason of ihw breachHuditioa thereof. I. ibe said Bert
foraclofuie of ^aid mong
it-u, claim a
md give this notice for that purpose.
Bkkt H. BbnsbtjSn»itl»By hiaatfy, T. H.
_.—■
Buckaport, Maine, October 8, 1919-

Bncksport^
J>»

b«j

31.

inwgfc

Bocjt

bri>kJ[u;,.

the District Court ol
the Bancock District

n

the United
of Maine.

Sttt#,for

Noathbkn Division.
matter of
C4KOLINK FuaNCIS,

In the

Hank rapt,

our

NO Alt, h.

C.

NOTICK

WHEREAS Robert
» (Bor Harbor)

PENNSYLVANIA,

ieceased, and o# the probate thereof in said |
»tate of Pennsylvania,
duly utheoticatsd, !
Having been presented to the Judge of probate
for

mind of Brooksellte, in said
"
Jon., of ..Id
B 00k,vtll«
ga.rol.w ol .aid Ch.ri,. d. Jona
W
qualification September 9, a d 1919.
Sarah J. Grindle, a person of uu sound mimt
of Urooksetile, in said
county
La-, n*
"
Jon..ol ..id Brook,tin,..pnoiu.rt
j
of auid tf.rmh J. Orto.il,; d.t.of qu>
008
September 9, a. d, 1919.
Frank L. Sopor, a person of uoiosuj mUd
of Bar Harbor, in said countv.
said
Bar
Soper. of
Harbor, tapped
guardian of aaid Frank L Soper
qualification September 19. a. d. 1919
l^aura H. Jones, late of Br..
»ksviil«,in»4id
James ii. Jodm oi *r.
county, deceased
lingtou. Massachusetts appointed administrator of toe estate of said deceased; date
of qualification September 2. a. d. im So’
beiug a resident of the St^te of Maine hr
Uas appointed Henry M. Mali of Eilssorth
Hancock county, State of Maine, his amentia
SAt.i Stats of Maine.
Darid W. Wescott. late of Cantine. in said
county, deceased. Percy M. We»cott of said
Caatine, appointed administrator of the ts
taie of said deceased; date of quail tkatlos
September *2, a d. 19:9
George W. Haynes, late of Mount Desert,
in said county, deceases. Fisuk K Hirne*
of said Mount Desert, appointed adwiniiir*.
tor of me estate ol saiu deceased, date of
qualification September I, a. d 1919.
« haries
Page, late of Bucksport, in m-l
county, deceased.
Roy W P.»ge of said
Bucksport. appointed administrator of tor
estate of **ld deceased; date of qualification
September 2, a. d. 1919.
Frank F. Alley, late of Dedharu, in said
H. Vers A ley of said
county, deceased.
Dedham, appointed administratrix of thee*tale of said deceased; date of qualification
*eptemoer 9, a. d 1919.
Pearl L. Leland, late of Treaton, in raid
•aunt), d trees sea
Harry W ieiaud of
liar Harbor, appointed administrator of the
;s.ate of said deceased; date of qualification
2. a. d. 1919.
September U.
William
Stevens. late of Gouldrbore.is
raid county, deceased. William F. Bruce of
laid Gould* boro, appointed administrator*
he estate of said deceased: date of qnaii
Sea: iota September 2, a. d. 1919.
Dolly A. Con nets, fate of Bar Harbor, it
laid county, deceased.
Berths E Wi.iiyef
raid Bar Harbor, appointed adininuirtini
>f the estate of said deceased, date of qualtieaiioti September l, a d. 1919
Dated at Ellsworth, in said county, tbit
irst day of October, a. d. 1919.
Ckana E. Mnu.i. Acllsf Bcfiater-

,pMi.[2

iiauii.iou.
iw.it or
surry, In Mid
county, deceased. Petition filed by Junes F
Carey, executor, that the amount of the
inheritance lax on the estate of said deceaseu,
be determined by the Judge of probate.
Alice Leiuley, late of Far Hills, New JerPetition filed by Lillie Ann
sey, deceased
McKeand, executrix, that the amount of the
inheritance tax on tbe estate of raid de
erased, be determined by the judge of pro*

PHIA,

William N. Meant, tale ol Sedgwick i.
comity, deceased.
I.ucia A.
Sedgwick, appointed executrix of t
will and teelament ol aald deceaseda
qualification September 9, a. d. 1919
Amanda C. Tbompaon.
Thompson. late ol Ellsworth,
aatd county, deceaaed
.aid
CliBord VN
aon ol T entou. In said
aald county
ciecutor ol the laav
executor
last will and teatam....,
date
deceaaed:
ol quallm-.tin,,
if!.01 “9
qualuic
wPteobo
9, a. d. 1919.
Isabel Alexander, late ol
Ellsworth ico
8.rah Alexander
conoty. deceaaed.
Eli.worth, appointed executrix
will and Cltament ot aatd deceaned
qualification September 2, a. d. 1919.
Sarah K Homer, late ol
Bnckaport.la wm
county, deceased. Roy R Homer of
Bnckaport, appointed executor ol the
will and ttatameul of and deceaaed a.,*5
d,ieo(
qualification September i. a. d. 1919,
Frances A. Swainy, late ol
Buckspor
,,
aatd county, deceaaed
Charlotte R
ol said Bock.port and Fr.ncea S
Worcester, Massachusetts, appointed .....
tor. ot the last will »ud
testament
deceaaed: date of quaillcatton September
a. d. 1919
Said France. S Parke
,
resident of the Slate of Maine, she h.,
pointed Albert C. Swarev ol Bucxtpon
cock county. Slate ol Maine, heraesai
"
said State pj »aiut,

.IJean.'if*“
l

r.uwin

Ok'

u

Jord!o « ?**1

Blanchard O. Tainter. late of Swan’s Island. in said county, deceased.
First and
final account of Fernando F. Morae, administrator. filed tor settlement.
Mark W. Somes, late of Mount Desert, in
said co intv, deceased.
First and final accoun
of Harry L. Crabtree, administrator,
filed for settlement.
Anna E. Allen, late of Bar Harbor, in aaid
county, deceased. First and final account of
J. Milton Allen, executor, filed for settlement.
A. P. Robe-ts. late of Sedgwick, in said
county, deceased. Complete uni final account
of Win. George Sargent, administrator, filed
for settlement.
Alice Lemley, late of Far Hills, New Jerdeceased. First and
final account of
sey,
Lillie Anu McKeand, executrix, filed tor
settlement.
Arthur S. Rice, late of Gouidsboro, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Etta C. Rice, administratrix, tiled for settlement.
Lewis E. Coombs, iste of Winter Harbor, in
said, county, deceased. First and final account of Harry L. Crabtree,
administrator,
filed for settlement.
Kenneth A. Tainter.
Audrey E. Tainter,
Thao A. Tainter and Victor Tainter, minors,
of Swan's Island, in said county. First ac
count of Nelson V. Morse, guardian, filed for
settlement.

STATE

rw

will and testament of
s»y
date o» qualification
September 9
Not being a resident ol the
he haa appointed William state ot o1*1'
H
Newport. Penonaeot county, state* om?"«l
hl» agent In said State
ol Maine.
Alice Byerly. late ol
Cambridge »
chuietU. deceased
William h
•am Cambridge, appointed
°f
Put will and teetame.it o| execute,-.’
’9.
».ld
date ot qpalificiitlei September 9
X
Not being a re.ldent ol the State
*
m, appointed
Roger V. Snow or p f*
Cumberland county, state ol
"
iu said Sis «
Maine.

Lucy 8. Temple, latelof Buck sport, in said
county, deceased. Petition mat Theodore H.
Smith or some other suitable person be
appointed administrator o* the estate of said
ilecea-ed, presented by Thoms* H. Sherman,
an heir of said deceased.
Henrietta N. Tower, late of Lexington,
Middlesex county, Massachusetts, deceased.
Petition that Philip C. Lockwood and Ellen
M. Tower or some other suitable person be
appointed administrators of the estate of said
deceased, prevented by Philip C. Lockwood
and Ellen M. Tower, administrators of the
estate of said deceased, in said Massachusetts.

mond J. Walsb. administrator 01 tbe estate
of said deceased, praying ibat the Court determine tbe aaiouut of money which he may
pay for the perpetual care of the lot in which
tbe body or said George F. Haakeli is ouriel,
and to whom the same shall be paid.
James H. Dodge, late of Beverly, MasMChu
setts, deceased
Petition filed by Alice L.
Noyes, formerly Alice L. Abbott, administratrix of tue estate or said deceased, for iictum
to collect and receive certain personal
prop
erty at Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock.
State of Maine, belonging to the estate of
said deceased.
Eliza A. Humill, late of Treraoat. in said
county, deceased. Petition that Arthur H
Kumili or nome otbe; suitable person be ap
pointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, without giving bond, presented by
Arthur H. Uomiil, son of said deceased.
Virginia I>. Austin, late of Lamoiae. in Mid
county, deceased. Petition filed by AUce H.
*cott, administrates de bonis non, with tbe
sill annexed, that tbe amount of the inherit*
snee tax ou tbe estate of said
deceased be
determined by the judge of probate
Annie
Turner, late of Orland, in said
county, deceased. Petit 10j that Wiley C.
Jonary or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of sa»d
Jeceased, presented by Harold A. Leach,
ir editor of said deceased.
Witness BERTRAND B. CLARE. Judge of
sard Court at
Ellsworth, Ibis seventh
day of October, in tbe year of our Lord
one thousand nine hand red and nineteen.
Cuxa E. Mftios. Acting Register,
A true copy.
illeitr-Cui, E. Mdu*h, Acting Refill.r

beiS2
Ht,fppo,"iM

baiSV,.*

named.

trustee under tbe last will and
and codicil of said deceased, in

appointment* Vt.iv

aud^Ji- ,?*''*

rrHfE following matters haring been preseated for the action thereupon herein1
after indicated, it is hereby ordered:
That
notice thereof be given to all
persons inter
ested, by causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively in the
published
Ellsworth American, a newspaper published
at Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
appear at a probate court to be held at Ellaworth, on the fourth day of Novetubt r, a.
d. 1910. at teu of the clock lu the forenoon,
and be heard thereon if they see cause.
Fred A. Carver, late of Hog Island, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument pur
port ng to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof and for the
appointment of the
eXtcutor without giving bond, presented by
Am lia Carver, wid*>w of said deceased.
Annie M. McKay, late of Bar Harbor, iu
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
pur porting to be th-1 last will and testament
of s >id dectatud, together with petition for
pro *1* thereof and for the
ppointment of
th« x tremor without g.viug bonds, presented
by .vbram Gilpatrlck, the executor therein

as

kJmcwT^'

given

that the
Promts Court within
»j
,tle
Hancock. state of Ma ns:
Robsrt Kilglin, late ol Philadei,...,
* v VW1», dec
i-ed. Walter s
p»t»
Ellen K dclum-s both nl
raid &"•'
appointed executors ot the laat wilt
mem of a.Id deceased: date
ot
September 18, a. d. 1919. Not
Ol the State ol Main
w< k
they
Ueorne It. Pallet ol Southwest
t-minty. state ol .Maine, thel,
■>M
00
•aid State of Maine.
•Sen,;
jlI

day

SCO T

j

es-

At 8 proba'.e conri held at Ellsworth, in and
for die
county oi
Hancock, ou
the
of October. In the year of our
seventh
Lord one thousand nine hundred anif niu«>

^*rJ

"""

1ml IJotto*.

)
>

I

Jn

Bankrupt'»•

So.6Hl,^V‘

ro lb. creditors of Corolla* Krone!»e!
Harbor, in the cou^iy of Hanco**
district aforesaid, a bankrupt.
on
is hereby given that
tbes
|
day of October, a.d. 1919.
ine Francis was duly adjudicated
meeting other**■
upt; and that the first
«*
tri will be held at ®y chambers*
Cllsworih. Me., on the 5th d y ol
^Kicb
ooo,
ibe
l.r.i
iu
o’clock
to
I 1913 ot
ta,|r
creditors m.j »«c»d,
lute the
the
u
■loi ms, sppoiut o trustee, eiomtue
bos ue
other
ouch
trouooct
out oud
come before sold meetiu*
noy pro perl,
Ralph E. Mason.
Referee in BoukrupUJ
October 11, 19P.

j“[

>fOTICE

l*,t,^r0-

£J*

sold

pro«'"J.

Alll*KIf NOTICK.
1]§with ih* City «,
I aVINQ cootrocted sod
core lor to
worth to support
dve

i

ye»'» „ of
oy ueed ossistonce doriu*
it* Jon. 1. 1K1&, ood ore
Isworth. I forbid oil
>•
uiy occount, oo there
the
commodotlons to core lor tb
,,,T-,.ftASTUC* B. Mm
trot houM.

JJflr5S|„Vtbr®
B»r*®ft‘Srt«VMj
Ij'JjJJ.

I

|

the floor

walKET>

COUNTY

many long nights

FRANKUN.

TROUBLE

fiWISTON man SAYS
a hard
MADE LAST year

John

one

many

Mrs. Clara Lowell went to Bangor toi

Tanfloor *':<l suffering
me on my feet again,”
hot it has put
who is employed
d Joseph Descbamps,
A Eoss Shoe Factory,
the Dinflay
lives at 144 Lincoln street, Lewia-

!

before 1 took

,nd*h0

too, Maine.
^as
“The last year

me,”

,.

sure

been

a

hard

one

“as 1

I would eat
jo upset that everything
in my throat and. taste
oldcoma up

*je

'£S,

Spells of dizzia bitter sour apple.
,nd vomiting would come on me

kept me
1 could hardly keep
c)iH.ry that
1

Mrs.

Julia Martin of Calais spent Iasi
here.

■

Misses Leona DeBeck and Helen Brag
are
home from U. of M. tor a few

war

at work and

in such

j

ner.

The

attorneys present at the opening of
were:
H. E. Hamlin, Henry M.
Hall, F. L. Mason, L. F. Giles, D. E. Harley, Harry L. Crabtree, H. E. Mason, W. L.
Whiting, E. J. Walsh, R. p. King, Ellsworth; T. H. Smith, Wiley C. Conary,
Bucksport; E. 8. ClBrk, Charles H. Wood,
B. E. Clark, A. H.
Lynam, C. B. Pineo,
H. L. Graham, Harry M.
Conners, George
E. Googins, David O.
Kodiek, Bar Harbor;
Forrest B. Snow, Marcellus Coggan, Bluehill; George R. Fuller, Southwest Harbor;
Jerome H. Knowles, Northeast Harbor;
Percy T. Clarke, Stonington; W. B. Blaisdell, Sullivan; Charles Bartlett, Raymond
Fellows, Percy L. Aiken, Bangor; Thomas
Leigh, Augusta; F. H. Ingraham, Rockland.
ORAND 'JURY.
me

death Friday, Oct. 3, of Jennie,
George Childs, brought sadness to
the community. Mrs. Childs bad been in
ill health some months, but was confined
The

besides her

leaves,

two sons, Charles
William Childs, several
brothers and sisters, grandchildren and a
host of relatives ana friends. Mrs. Childs
was a devoted wife and mother, a
splendid
homemaker, a friend to all. Modest and

Norwood

_

MARIAV1LLE.
Mrs. Marian Jordan is ill.

Ivory H

and

unassuming,

Everett Carter is visiting at the home
ol Belle Frost.
The young people enjoyed a dance at
0r» Frost's ball Friday evening.
There will be an otd-laabioned paringtee some evening this week at the home
of Emery Morrison and w ife.

but with

sonality she made many friends. She was
born in Uouldsboro, but had lived in
Winter Harbor during her married life.
Funeral services
noon, Rev. C.
Oct. 11.

were

Sunday

held

after-

occupied by

S.

“

“
“
1 Franklin Stove,
1 Three Burner Florence Oil Stove with

to

48 to

“

24 to
24 to

for

the

held,

were

22

15.50 to

11

__

Richard D Ben.sou.
Ray C Bowden.
Leslie R Bunker.
Ernest W Burrill.
A E Clement.
Percy Clifford.
Stephen C Cole.
Ralph Crane.
Urban S Crauey.
Merritt W Eldridge...
Allen A Fiske.
Alexander H Gray.
H P Grindle.
Edwin L Higgins.
Everett W Johnson..
Louis S Jordan.
Albert H Kane.
Charles T Knowlton....
Janies \ Lawrie.
Albert A Lowell.
F A Noyes.
Corydou A Richardson.
Frank W Ross.
John G Sawyer, Jr.
Seth G Stockbridge..
Earl 8 Taylor... .T.“....
Wlufield S Treworgy...
John F Wood.

11

30doz E-Z’Seal Pint Jars, reduced from
1.15 to 98^
“
“
Good Lucky Jar Rings,
.15 to 10^
500 ft inch and b inch Garden Hose, reduced from
.12 and .14 ft. to 10^

.Sedgwick
.Orland
...Cranberry Isles
-.Dedham
.Mount Desert
.Brooksville
.Gouldsboro
-...Winter Harbor
..Plantation No 21
.Franklin
.Ellsworth
.Ellsworth
.Penobscot
Southwest Harbor
.Bar Harbor
.Hancock
Brookiin
.Stoningtou
.Eastbrook

.Bucksport
..Sullivan

.BarJ|Harbor
....Long Island PI
Castine
.Swan's Island
.beer Isle
.Bluehill

MANY OTHER ITEMS AT LOW PRICES!
SEDGWICK.
R. C. Grant

H.C. Stratton
G2

Main

R.

SPEAR

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

days

last

success.

Albion

was

a

Proceeds, |201.
Preble of Philadelphia! spent

a

1

FRED

few

a

harvest home festival

The annual

Ellsworth

St.,

home

was

week.

few days last week with
! Elizabeth Friend.

j

his

aunt, Mrs.

G. Parser, who is in the employ
Twitchell-Champlin Co., Portland,

Arthur
of the

is home for the winter,

COAL,
WOOD, HAY,
Hair,

STRAW

Lime, Sand, Brick, Cement

Fire Clay, Chimney Pipe, Sewer
LAND TILE AND CHARCOAL

Park Street

dockland,

Maine
TELEPHONE:

;

OBITUARY.
The

was

shocked and sad-

Wednesday by

the sudden death

community

dened

of Edward

C. Cole. Mr. Cole had been in

poor health for

255

-Til

Wednesday, about
poultry pens to care

on

the

He

|

ARGE

ambitious, determined man with a little capital who
18 able to
promote sales and direct salesmen.
A permanent profitable business.

Address

Manufacturing

company wants an

THE NU-EX CO.,

Columbus, Ohio

noon, he went to his
for his poultry be-

ground

unconscious.

She gave the

Many
alarm, and called the physician.
hands immediately got him to the house,
Cole

came
was

respected and

To Handle This Territory
With Headquarters in his Town

farm

eating his own dinner. As he was
gone longer than usual, bis daughter
went to look for him and found him lying

Mr.

Resident Manager

was

fore

but the end

Wan<-AJ

year or more, but
to the work on his
a

able to attend
! and to go about.

Pipe
5

Sumner Lord and wife of Somerville,
Mass., who have been guests of Mrs. A.
j P. Roberts, have returned home.

j

was a

at 3.30 o’clock.

an

loved

honest man,
all who knew him

upright,
by

member of the

Baptist

church

on the board of ministerial committee
for several years. He was also a member
He
of Eggemoggin lodge, F. and A. M.
leaves, besides his wife, two daughters*

and

Miss Harriette Cole, well known through
the State in Y. P. S. C. E. and Sabbath
school work, and Mrs. Clifford Henry of
Ashland; t vo sons, Henry E., vice-president of the

Harris

Pump Supply Co.,

of

Pittsburgh, Pa., and Clinton L., of the
Bliss & Cole,
of
estimaters, of
He also leaves one
Meriden, Conn.
brother, Ernest M. Cole of Lynn., Mass.,
and two sisters, Miss Susie and Mrs.
Judith Cole of this village, and five little
granddaughters, besides a large circle of
friends who mourn bis lots.
Eloc.
Oct. 13.
firm

visiting ii

Bangor.
Basil Thompson of Bangor visited
uncle, Gerald Thompson, last week.

CATARRH JOES HARM

his

Whether It It of the Note, Threat,

chaplain,
!

or Other Organs, Get Rid of It.
Catarrh of the nose or throat when

it becomes chronic weakens the delilung tissues, deranges the digestive organs, and may lead to consumption. It impairs the taste, smell
and hearing, and affects the voice. It
is a constitutional disease and recate

|

quires

a

constitutional remedy*

Take Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which
by purifying the blood removes the
cause of the disease and
gives permanent relief. This alterative and
tonic medicine has proved
entirely
satisfactory to thousands of families
in three generations.
If there is biliousness or
constipation, take Hood’s Pills,—they are &
thorough cathartic, a gentle laxative.
AilMINISTRATlUN
c.y.

?

c'rector Ganara I of Railroads

tral RAILROAD

Corrected

to

October 6, 1919.

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
PM

Bar Harbor..lv
SorrentoSullivan.
Mt Desert Fy lv
Waukeag, 8 Fy

a

dignified college professor

In civil life.
“Where did you get your fine mount
we saw tied up out there this afternoon, chaplain?” queried one of the
young officers.
“From Missouri,” was the prompt
answer, and without a flicker of a
smile.
“I think we ought to have the chaplain head our review tomorrow on that
mule, and we would all come parading
along behind him,” said the mischievous lieutenant
“There Is one thing certain,” replied
the chaplain, “you would not crowd
him.”
Radium Production In United State*.
C. H. Viol, writing In Science, states
that the total production of radium
element in the tJnlted States down to
1919 Is about 65 grams, which Is
probably more than half the total
radium produced In the world. During the war, with no camotlte exports,
the greatest part of the- world’s radium supply has been produced In this
country. In 1918 the United States
produced 13.0 grams. With regard to
discussion that has occurred cona
cerning the amount of radium that
can be produced from the carnotlte
fields, Mr. Viol says that the carnotlte holdings of the Standard Chemical
company, which comprise about 350
claims and are the largest holdings under the control of a single concern,
are estimated to be capable of yielding at least 500 grams of radium.—

Scientific American.
Twins Six Time*.
in
resident
a
Dowinton,
Mrs.
Guernsey, has given birth to six sets
She also has
of twins In 11 years.
ten other children.
Of this remarkable family 18 are
to
living, and the case was reported
the king and recommended for speSeeing that the record
cial notice.
the famwas so remarkable and that
was a deserving one, his majesty
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f Stops on signal or on notice to conductor.
Daily, Sundays included, f Daily, fexcept
Sunday. § Sunday only.
{Daily except
Saturday, s Discontinued after Oct. 26.
k Saturday only.
DANA C. DOUGLASS,
Federal Manager.
M. L. HARRIS,
General Passenger Agent.
*

Portland, Maine.

days.

Subscribe For

GRAY—At Bluehill, Oct 12, Mrs. Carrie W
Gray, aged 59 years, 8 months, 22 days.
NEVELLS—At Stonington. Oct 5, Mrs Mary
Anna Nevells, aged 57 years, 2 months, 21

The Ellsw orth American

OBER—At Center, Oct 9, Aram T Ober. aged
84 years.
TRIPP—At Bar Harbor, Oct 9, J Eldridge
Tripp, aged 75 years.

The Paper That Stops Coming When
No more subSubscription Expires.
scription bills piling up unexpectedly.
You get what yon pay for, but the
paper will not be forced upon you
beyond that time.

CAKI) OF THANKS.
wish to express our appreciation and
to neighbors and friends, who
during the illness and death of our
beloved daughter and sister: also for floral
offerings and words of sympathy.
Mr. and Mrs. W. I. Ford and Family.
Ellsworth, Me., Oct. 8, 1919.
thanks
WE
assisted

PRICE, $1.50

a year

Send your name and address, and a
$1 bill, now, and receive the paper for
eight months, or 50 cents (stamps if
more convenient) for four months.

attonUBEtfaXS*

H. W. DUNN
Manufacturer and dealer in

High Grade Granite

PLUMBING

and Marble

Hot Water Heating, Furnact
Work and Jobbing.

Monuments, Tablets! and Markers
Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, Me.

rIONEST WORK; HONEST

PRICES

Twenty Years’ Experience.
Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mall orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 173-2.

Ellsworth Steam Laundry
All Kinds of Laundry Work.

NAPHTHA CLEANING

Goods called for and delivered
Special attention to parcel post work
H. B. ESTEY & CO., Proprietors

j

State Street.

Ellsworth. Me
GOOD LINE OF

Kepairmg

and

Ready-made Clothing

riecharging

AT REASONABLE PRICES.

A. P. ROYAL
68 State

St.,

cleaning

Ellsworth

Nest to Court House.

a

Repairing and

specialty.

DAVID

FRIEND

1 IN/lain Street:

El I

swo

rth

WONDERFUL WOOD FURNACES
OUR MONITOR

ily

)

sent a donation.
This ts not to be confused with the
“king’s bounty,” which Is claimable
only In the case of triplets.—London

AND HOT BLAST

heaters of enormous power
with no expense for upkeep
for years to come.
Tested out under many of
the most severe requirements
| in Maine, these furnaces are
| giving satisfaction everywhere.
are

Chronicle.
Makes Pine Needle*.
A discovery has been patented which
Is of great Interest and value In connection with the textile Industry. By
the process patented there Is obtained
a useful substitute for cotton and Jute
The needles are
from pine needles.
first of all rendered chemically soluble
and then thoroughly mixed by mechanical means, whereupon the fibrous material thus obtained can be spun on
any ordinary cotton-spinning machine.
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COTTON—At Orland, Oct 8, Henderson R
Cotton, aged 75 years, 3 months, 14 days.
CHILDS—At Winter Harbor.
Oct 3, Mrs
George T Childs, aged 59 years, 7 months,
14

P M

t» 40 f4 281
.I t4 55

c

Plenty of Room Behind.
A mule was brought and tied near
the group bead headquarters and some
one asked to whom it belonged.
One
of the young second lieutenants suggested that it must be the chaplain's
At the officers’
mount.
mess that
evening the Joke was sprung on the

.mini ii

:^The traverse Jurors, summoned to appear in court to-morrow, are as follows:

from

15.50 to

late
de-

a

traverse jurors. &&
■ ■

mantel,

Two-Burner Perfection Oil Stove, reduced

exercises

Hale

report of which appears elsewhere

j£29

$40
35
19
20

28 to
reduced from
2 Two-Burner Florence Oil Stoves, reduced from
1

cases.

in this issue.

$54

“

forenoon was
the
docket
In the after-

the

assignment of

tailed

To make room for new goods will close out all Stoves,
Oil Stoves and other seasonable goods at less than cost.

“

-o-

calling of

the

noon, memorial
Senator Eugene

CLEARANCE SALE
reduced from

follows:

as

Foss.Hancock

The remainder of

1. Ramsey officiating.

and

2 Round Oak Coal Stoves,
1 Kiueo Coal Stove,
1 Wood, Parlor Stove,

organized

Preston B Gray.Sedgwick
Henry K Grindle.Brookiin
William S. Hutchins.....Orland
Harold E Maddocks. .Ellsworth
SW
Rideout....Bncksport
BC Smith...Deer Isle
C M Staples.....
.Penobscot
C L Tracy.Gouldsboro
Mark Everett Tracy...Franklin
Pearl Tripp.
.Sullivan

attractive per-

an

empaneled, charged

was

and

Frank L Trundy. foreman .Sorrento
Everett L Lymburner, clerk.Bar Harbor
Fred H Allen ....Bluehill
Charles E
Berde-n.8tonington
Alfred Blake..Brooksville
John Carroll.Southwest Harbor
Willie H Cunningham....Bar Harbor
Pearl Danforth......Castine
AC Fernald..*..Mount Desert

wife of

She

jury

grand

by the court,

WINTER HARBOR.

two.

to be

court

who

day or
husband,

likely

cases

ATTORNEYS PRESENT

let it has

a

civil

tried, and more than the usual amount of
criminal business.

Mrs!

to her bed but

important

several

is

When ! was ten years old my servwoman made a mark here In the
middle of my forehead. It was made Thompson.
Mrs. J. F. Cowing is seriously ill. Her
with red face paint and had to be renewed every time I went outside the daughter, Mrs. Alfred Tracy, with her
husband, of Hancock, was here last week#
compound.
That sign meant that I
Three candidates received final degrees
was old enough to become
engaged,
and that my parent* would consider in New Century grange Oct. 11, and a haroffers for me.
Soon after, an old vest feast was enjoyed. Maine was the
woman came to see me.
She made my subject of an interesting program. Headserving woman remove all my cloth- ing, “State of Maine,” Clifford Burrill;
ing. Then she looked me over. She “Churches of Dedham,” Ella Burrill;
made me thread a needle—to test my solos, Nellie Coot; “Community Service
eyes.
She made me sew a seam—to by the Grange,” Bertha Black; solos, Alta
try my skill. She looked at my teeth, Black; “Poets of Maine,” Mary Burrill;
and pinched my body all over—to see “Lighthouses of Maine,* G. Thompson;
If I was healthy. Then she went away. “Maine Highways,” G. W. Brewster;
One day, when I was twelve, I heard “Maine Schools,” G. A. Gray; “Maine
my mother talking about me—with the Music,” Gertrude Pond; song, grange.
Oct. 13.
B.
old woman who had been to see me
before. They were talking about my
All Sailors Superstitious.
clothing. The middle womnn said I
should have four pairs of silk trousAll sailors are superstitious, but
ers and three of cotton.
none is so completely under this InI was also
to have six white undergarments of
fluence as the old deep-sea fisherman.
cotton, and four linen for the hot He puts the deepest faith in “signs”
weather. My outer garments were all
and omens of all kinds. Nothing would
to be of silk, and all must have
induce a skipper of the old school to
embroidery about them. Two heavy sail on a Friday. One intrepid unbegarments were to be lined with silk,
liever who dared to leave the docks at
and padded with new cotton. These
Grimsby, England, on a Good Friday
were to wear In the cold weather. They
was hooted through the lock
gates by
talked half a day about my trunks.
the scandalized populace. In spite of
The middle woman held out that I
thus challenging the fates, however, he
should have four, all covered with pigreturned safely with ship and crew.
skin, but my mother was determined
I should have only two. At last It
DORN.
was agreed that I should have three
GOODWIN—At
trunks
and
Ellsworth,
pig-skin
two boxes covSept 30, to Mr
and Mrs Sidney A uoodwin, a son. (David
ered with plain cloth.
When they
Jordan.)
came to an agreement about anything
HANCOCK—At North Lamoine, Oct 5, to Mr
and Mrs Zebulon Hancock, a son.
a
teacher wrote It down, so there
Ellsworth, Sept 5, to Mr and
would be no forgetting after. He MURCH—At
Mrs Nason M
Murch, a son. (Kenneth
would read It over to them often and
Ralph.)
had to change the writing when one
MARRIED.
or the others said they did not so understand. The middle woman grew very
HASS ALL—PaRCHER;—JAt Cleveland, O.,
ouuui
lumiuf,
Oct 8, by Rev Frederick
Harkness, Miss
Winifred Hassall, of Cleveland, O., to Or
the bedding I should have, and left
Arthur H Parcher, of Ellsworth.
the court. A servant called her and
LUNT—YORK—At Bucksport, Oct 9, by Rev
she returned. All the while they were
William Forsyth,
Miss
Camilla
Lnnt,
of Long Island, to Lee O York, of Orland.
talking about me I felt most ImporPOWER—HUNTLEY—At Bucksport, Oct 9,
tant, for I had never before had a
by Rev William Forsyth, Miss Margaret
value placed on me. Then I thought
Mary Power to Clarence Brown Huntley,
both of Orland.
I had not understood my mother all
TRU8SELL—BULGER—At Cranberry Isles,
Oct 8, by Leslie R Bunker, esq, Mrs. 8adie
my life. She had always treated me
A Trussell to Harvey E Bulger,
both of
with unconcern, because I was not a
Cranberry Isles.
boy, and now she was pointing out all TREDIC—JOHNSTON—At Ellsworth, Oct 10,
by Rev R B Mathews, Mrs Lucy M Tredic,
my good qualities and setting a value
of Ellsworth, to Harry M Johnston, of Bar
on each of them.
Then they told me
Harbor.
I was to be married. X was to marry
DIED.
a man I had never seen and they wonld
not even tell me his name. I asked
BENSON—At Bar Harbor, Oct 7, Elliott N
my mother if he might come to our
Benson, aged 58 years, 10 months, 13 days.
court and play with me.
She scolded CANDAGE—At Bluehill, Oct 13, Uzial F
Candage,
aged 68 years, 3 months, 29 days.
me.
He lived eight miles away, and
CROCKETT—At Stonington, Oct 4, Elmer E
could not come that distance just to
Crockett, aged 58 years, 4 months, 3 days.
COLE—At Sedgwick, Oct 8, Edward C Cole,
see me.
Silly child.—Asia Magazine.
aged 66years, 10 months, 28 days.

The October term of the
supreme judicial
Hancock county opened yesterday morning, with Associate Justice Albert M. Spear of Gardiner
presiding. At
the opening of court
prayer was offered by
Key. K. H. Moyle of the Methodist church.
A fairly buty term is
anticipated, with

|

auheruseiiunts.

DEDHAM

Maggie Maynard

Mrs. Messer and Mrs. Bond of Lincoln
are visiting
their sister, Mrs. Gerald

ing

court for

Charles Dwelloy was in Bluehill reon the
his wife
: cently,
returning with him
all these troubles tore up
0
from a visit with her sister, Mrs. Carrie
and many a night 1
system
nervous
Madison.
and walk the floor for
havahad to get up
Mrs. Lncretia Downing of
and suffering. My strength
Sullivan,
lioiirt.rest!ess and I didn’t know
what with her sisters, Mrs. Eben Smith,
gradually slipP»d
Eunice
Blaisdell
and
Mrs.
me
unless
I
of
could
Jennie
liDd
to become
Dyer,
1 knew I couldn’t go on attended the wedding of their
niece,
relielsomehow.
Miss
Beulah Paine, at Bar
much
longer.
Harbor, last
like 1 was
week.
"Finally • r> membered that I bad sufonce
when
I lived
Miss Margaret Koch, who held the
fered the same way
and that Tanlac rebeck in New Jeraey
closing service of her pastorate with the
so
when I saw it
lieved my troutilos then,
Baptist church Sunday, will go to
edrertised iu Ihe papers here, 1 knew it Springvale, where she will supply the
I
thing had been looking for next three months. She
*as just the
haB
been a
it.
faithful worker here and will be miSBed.
,nd l started taking
"Tanlic ntsjuslided my faith in it, for
The grange fair Wednesday was
1,1 1,1,6 shape again.
largely
My
it has put m*'
attended. It was arranged similar to a
has been built up and benes dole system
fair in its exhibits of various garcounty
1 can eat
fited since1 began taking it.
den products, and there were Borne tine
likes fsrm bnnd and enjoy it, for that
left my stomach entirely. specimens from local gardening. Antiques
has
sourness
and curios were interesting; and the disMv strength us- come back to me and my
play of needlework would do credit to a
s a rock.
The
as
are
steady
worry much
serve*
more pretentious
sale collection.
is a thing of the past
nights
oljitepless
Dinner and supper were served. There
I
building
live.
I
up
every
day
,»!!im
was a dance in the evening.
tjiresil the faith in the world in Tanlac
Oct. 13.
B.
never failed me and I am glad to
suffers
everyone
recommend
like I did. 1 know 1 can depend ou Taulictodo its work well.”
Tanlac is sold in Ellsworth by E. Q.
Moore, in Bar Harbor by West End
Drug Co., in Mount Deacrt by A. U. Feroald, in Bucksport by R. B. Stover, in
Btuehill by W. I. Partridge, in Tremont
by 0. M. Kittredge. in Brooklin by Geo.
t. Qott, in Sedgwick by Jno. W. Paris.
-AM.

Spear, Oardt-

Messenger—Earl R. Clark, Ellsworth.

Ot course

it to

M.

land

H. B. Bragdon is home from Bethel,
Vt. Mrs. Bragdon remained for a
longer
visit.

I

Family.

—

I days.

j

TUB COURT.

Sheriff—Ward W. Wescott, Ellsworth.
Crier—Ernest L. Osgood, Bluehill.
Deputies
Fred A. Patten, Ellsworth:
Reuben W. Cousins, Stoningtou; Archer L.
Bridges, Penobscot.
n°gr*pher— W,,1Um H- Cornforth, Port-

don

CHINA

How !t Figure* When Plan* Are Made
for Marriage of Daughter of

worth.

week with her sisters

IN

Mrs.

Clerk—T. P* Mahoney, Ellsworth.
County Attorney—W. E. Whiting, Ells-

Mrs- Arthur Bunker will go to Boston
have been goI this week to enter the Deaconess hospital
hill all the time.
My stomach for treatment.

continued,

he

"11?down

1

TROUSSEAU

October Term, 1ftH).
Presiding Justice—Albert

sleepless night walking medical treatment Saturday.

a

THE

Bragdon

will
hold eveninj
services at East Franklin this week.

FOR HIM.

spent

NEWS 1 HANCOCK 8. J. COURT

*

WOOD® BISHOP CO Bangor, Maine
Sold

by The J.

P. ELDRIDGE CO.

Established
1839

INC., Ellsworth, Me.

began

came

relative.*?.
with them.

WEEPING ECZEMA
SOON RELIEVED

Mrs Susie Warren has closed ber borne
here for the winter and

attack

Ads AND

Her mother. .Mrs. Amanda Austin, is
boarding with Mrs. Etta Richardson.

John Carter
spent

who is

Roland Carter.

his

Young

Mr.

Mrs.

mother.

family of

and

Y.

Wasuw.
of Weeping

PAINS

going

Mrs.

relief until I tried ‘Fruit-a-tives (or
Fruit Liver Tablets) and ‘Sootha
Salva’. The first treatment gave mo
relief. Altogether, I have used three
boxes of ‘Sootha Salva’ and two of
‘Fruit-a-tives’, and am entirely well”.

Herbert

Heston

bought a lot, and
erected. Gray Bros,
has

is

of

Philadelphia

having

are

cottage

a

the contractors.

Eugene Dunbar is in Brockton visiting
sister, Mrs. (joldie Pare.

going

Both these remedies are sold by
dealers at 50c. a box, 6 for $2 50, or

to Bath for the

w

You’ll find Sloan’s Liniment
softens the severe
rheumatic ache

been

Walter Ordway was called from Boston
Wednesday by the death or his mother,
Mrs. Amanda Ordway.

by FRUIT-A-TIVES Limited,
OGDEXSBURG, N.Y.
“Fruit-a-tives” is also put up in •
sent

A.

P. Guilford is

hold

goods

family
Capt.

trial size which sells for 25c.

COUNTY NEWS

to

moving his

Yinalhaven,

house-

where bis

is home

from Brewer.

Jennie Dunbar recently visited
Mrs. Jessie Cunningham, of
Stockton.
Mrs.

her

PROSPECT HARBOR.

sister,

Oct. 6.

Mrs. Herbert Seavey has gone to Medway, Mass., for the winter.

(j.
B.

Mrs. Edward

West

is

in

visiting

Rockland.

Marion Wasgatt recently visited
her sister, Mrs. bterton Coom bs, in Bar
Harbor.
Miss

Bangor
day for

days recently.
The operatives in the shipping room of
T. Russell Co. presented their foreman, Stephen C. Cole, a beautiful signet
ring. The gift was a great surprise and

Coombs is at

Hena

where she

has

since

WALTHAM.
Mrs. Harriette Gilmore and son Clement
Chicago, who have been visiting Mrs.
Gilmore’s mother, Mrs. B. B. Willey, left

of

appreciated.

There was a quiet wedding
Monday
evining. Sept. 28, at J. F. Hutchings’ the
1 ome of the Methodist pastor, when
Rev.
Elisha Mercer
married Mrs. Mildred
and
Alvah Dyer, who went imYouDg
meoiately to their home in Gouldsboro.
Oct. 6.
p

for Chicago Thursday in answer to a telegram saying Mr. Gilmore was seriously
ill. Her many friends were
sorry to learn
the ill news, and of her hurried
departure.

William Drew of Bangor
guest of Austin Giles and

Mrs.

G. Prescott Cleaves and
family ot Bar
Harbor motored here Friday
night, and
were guests of the K.
W. Cleaves until

Sara

E.

was

a

recent

wife.

Hasiam,

ho

has been

keeping bouse the past summer
Hasiam, is now with her

for Alden

w

K..

sister in

Hertnou.

Sunday.
Miss Vida K. Cleaves left
Wedtweu.y
a visit with
Mrs. James A.
Hill, and'
then to go to West
King-',
if,, r?r
about two month®.

few

the

are

Pettingiil

and

a

j

little

there

be

found

a

Mahlon Wilbur has been laid up with
past week.

lame hand the
Oct. 13.

L.

tLSomisnnnuB

A

hok~n
Hancock Oct.

son www

Forrest

^lr. *nd

CLEANED THE POISONS
FROM HIS SYSTEM

Mrs. Zebu-

\

|

M-l.sACHCSl

TT>

.uAN

fiKATKPUL

A well-liked citizen of
Somerville. Mass
bis city, who ha* suffered iu the past, writes
;be following to Dr. J. F. True & Co.:
••I have taken all kinds of laxatives, hut
tone cf it cleaned the poison from my system
i« your Elixir—will know what to w*e
hercin«*r con«iuering the effects it had nu me. as
It el splendid uow-»n my system needed
iruo a real cleaning which only youx Elixir
other physics I have taken merely
;ave
passed through my bowels.” (Name on re
Dr. True's Elixir has relieved thousands of
n.ffe:era during the last sixty-eight years.
Imagine a prescription actually lasting so
oua—doctors come and doctors go. but Dr.
rrue’a Elixir. The Family Laxative and
Worm Expeller, which was given tbr world
by Dr. True, is, as of old, the beat friend to be
Found in your medicine closet.
Symptoms of worms: Constipatiou, swollen upper
sour
stomach,
lip. deranged
stomach, offensive breath,
bard and full
belly, with occasional griping* and pains
about the uavri, pale lace of leuden tint,
and dull, twitching eyelids,
eyes heavy
itching of the nose, itching ot the rectum,
short dry cough, grinding of the teeth,
li tie red
points sticking oat on the tongue,
starting during sleep, slow fever.
No Harmful Drugs
Recommended by
Dr J. F.
Physicians. AT ALL DEALERS
True & Co.. Auburn. Me.
—

of Jonesport
Miss Ethel
from Belfast, is

nurse,

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

DENTAL SCHOOL'
Big Opportunities
unlimited demand for skilled dentist* and
specialists in dentistry. The Harvard University Dental
School oilers a most thorough and efficient training in
For thos«> who wish to
this interesting profession.
specialize there are courses in Oral Surgery, Orthodontia (straightening the teeth) and other branches.

Instruction
and Equipment
No Entrance

Examination

Eugene

H.

an

Leading dentists of Boston and vicinity have charge

of this work. Association with these men is invaluable,
not only from a technical view-point, but in a practical
way. Ultra modern equipment, the most up-to-date of
any school of its kind.

diplomas of high schools covering repaired
Graduates
admitted without examiuatiou.
oi this school lead the profession in staudingand lucrative practice. For catalog, address
Holders of

subjects

Smith,

the

Atlantic

some

many people present.
to be congratulated on

are

Reed, employed'
Bangor, is

at

in

the

hmne

indigestioT

especial

time.

Oct. 13.

gas,

catarrh of the largo md smaI]
£
testmes, are some of the trouklw
for which FE-RIS-Na is
recommended.
PE-RU-NA can be
purchased
anywhere in either tablet or limiid
M

Mrs. Nancy Smith, aged 90 years, died
Saturday night, Oct. 11. Bhe had been at
the home of Jason VV. Tracey and wife for

Rockland

form.

Eittah.

More Economical

re-

Than Coffee
Better for Health
and Costs Less

Instant Postum

MOTHER GAVE
THIS DELICATE
CHILD VINOL

mendation from the

The members
thsir success.

bloating, belching

sixteen

U. 8. 9. Mt. Vernon.

Shbrntarnimr*

Miss Margaret Koch, who has been
pastor of the Baptist church in Franklin
three years, preached her farewell sermon
Sunday evening. All regret her departure.
frair weather favored Schoodic grange
Oct. 8. when it held its annual fair.
1 he exhibits received favorable com-

Amos

visiting

A table drink made
“quick as a wink" by

placing

spoonful in a
tnen adding hot

cup,
water,

'

And He Got Well and
That's True

Strong.

“There’s a Reason”
for POSTUM

nervous and tired
was most unfit at
seemed to

all the time, so he
school, and nothing
help him. I learned
of Viaol and gave it to him. It has
restored his health and strength and
he has gained in weight."—Mrs.

Mad*

Postum

Frederick Sommers, Monaea, Pa.
Vinol is a constitutional cod liver
nnd iron remedv for delicate, weak,
iling children. Formula on every
you knew what yoaare

CH’^rcn love it.

by

Cereal Company
Creek, Mich.

Battle

Sold by Grocers and General Stores

giv*

No Raise in Price

CHAS. E. ALEXANDER, Druggist,
snd

and sugar and

cream to taste.

Monaea, Pa.—"My little boy, who
is the youngest of three, was weak,

so

a

Druggists Everywhere.

insane

for

a

few

ail-

Leighton

and

a.e

D. M.

D., Dean, Boston, Mass.

Harry

son

the national
joy smoke
makes a whale
of a cigarette!

are

in Mil bodge.

view

grange will

hold its awaual

Tuesday «veDm*;, Oct. 14k A ohteken
supper will be served. There wili toes
fair
sale

of

(oliowed

fancy
by

a

article-*

and

v«get*b*es,

dance.

The natty friends

of

Dexter

Bwaicy

sorry to bear that he has-had toreturn to Boston. where he may be obliged
to undergo an operation in tht hospital.

;

ire

1

James E. Haotor, the first hers to enket
U. S-. navy, and who hao- been an
the Leviathan, has received an honorable
discharge and is visiting his. broihar
Melville.
Oct. 13.
M
in the

BBDOKSVILLE.
Earle Robertson is at home from Bock- 1
land.

Eugene

Black

has entered the- naviga-

tion school at Rockland.
Charles

Young,

who

has

been

wocaing

Dark Harbor, is at home.
Robertson has

for treatment for his

A Chance
To Specialize

:

the

litre.

Chase

There is

i

crossed

conditions, PE-RU v?
equally dependable.
Cooeb

catarrhal

colds, catarrh of the head, stonS
trouble, constipation, rheumatism
rams in the back, side and W

lay*

P.ichardsoo l18* gone to Beth to

A Field of

has

Mias Alice Bilsby bas gone to Rockland
training for a nurse it tbe Sllsby

Elmira rarusworth
her son John.
a

is

M. R.

Mrs.

also

or

employment.

constantly

3&bccti»tmrnts

Miss Hester Crosby, who is attending
Bangor high school, spent the week end
with her parents, Q. R. Crosby and wife.
Oct. 8.
M.

visiting
Farnsworth,

Hereafter PE-RU-NA 4
in my house,
the best medicine ever put udhi
v %
"
the purnose.”
For any disease due to
catank
be

spending

hospital.

asylum

c.
NORTH LAMOINE

Ion

He

times in

^

bottle.

ill.

cently.

Rockland
Coombs and

Doris Tracy, who is teaching the
grammar school, spent the week-end at
her home in Cherryfleld.

Elmer

a

girl.

Oct. 13.

baa

By t:„

tt.na

are

M iss

is

T'K-RU-NA.

used three-fourths of a
bottle,'•
hrtOl'uanfti’O
hoarseness
was
gone, also tk
tired feeling. I am on my

Kidder is better.

AURORA.
H. T. Silsby visited in

\

nowhere could

are

years sin-.1 ererv
I would catch cold and
becomrT
hoarse I could not
spe- ;• for
eight weeks. I could get onlv
^
porary relief.
"This winter I was taken
*tk
Grip and was in awful shape i
follow workman
rHvieor!
A
fellow
workman advised
me Inca

May.

FRENCHBOKO.
SamuelS. Clark is now the bolder of
T. Moore and wife of Bluehill
were
Mr. and Mrs, Granville Davis are re* toe cane ms the oldest
person in town.
here a few days the last of
the week I ceiviug congratulations on the birth of a
This was presented to him by the selectTheir mother, Mrs. Welch
Moore, ac- daughter, boro Oct. 6. [June Elizabeth.J men Wednesday at the grange fair.
companies them home for a visit.
Thomas Lunf of this place and Helen Mr. Clark is not only the oldest person
Through the kiudru;- cf the school Dalzeli were married in
Slouington, Sept. in town, but is a veteran of the Civil
!
board, the m used school room has
bem 29, by P. T. Clarke, esq.
war.
He was at the hall all day and
secured again to be
used as a
public | Rev. Mrs. Haskell is visiting in Port- until midnight, enjoying himself aa well
library. Arrangements arc nor. Being |
land.
Rev. A. P. MacDonald preached as any of the hoys. For some days
/orivar. to put it in readiness and get the here last
previous to this be had been at work with
Sunday.
h»<>.ks unpacked and in circulation.
his engine
lor the
Frenchman’s Bay
Mrs. Charles B. Lunt and Mrs. Everett
Lumber Co. He plans to use the cane
^hff Stewart. V. S. N\, arrived borne
who have been visiting in Rockland
Lunt.
Ion
a
ieave of
only on public occasions, as he has »o
aO»enc“. Mr.
ind Portland, are home.
Stewar. .*■ the last of our men i;<
use for it otherwise.
service j Oct. 10.
G.
to reach bom*.
Oct. 13.
When hi® term for which
Echo.
he enlisted expire.-, he
expects to enter
SWAN’S ISLAND.
the merchant marine. H. has a
license
WB8T EDEN.
Capt. Frank Gott was home retraaly
Jor assistant engineer.
or a few* days with bis
Mrs. Hazel .Reynolds and little daughfamily.
W. F. Bruce arranged a
pleasant
ter Charlotte,
oi
Mrs. W. J. Freethy is keeping house-for
Northeast
Harbor, ;
Surprise for the little girl living with '•Irs. M. E. Bickmore while she i*
*P*nt last week with Mrs. Charlotte
away.
her. Miss Ethel
on
Holland,
her
Mrs. Martin Kent entertained the ladies’ Hopkins.
thirteenth birthday,
Saturday, Oct. 11, iid
Lorenzo Mayo has- opened a general
society Friday.
by a tea party. Supper was served on a
it ore.
Mrs. J. A. Smith and
round
table prettily
Mrs. E. W.
decorated. The
Lyle Smith, wife amt little daughter
good meal, together with the little favors Sprague are visiting in Rockland.
tiave been visiting Mrs. Smith’s mother,
which they carried away, all helped to
O. L. Milan was in Southwest Harbor
Mrs. Maggie Richardson. They left tomake a delightful o casion.
ast week on business.
Miss Ethel
lay for East brook for a camping trip.
was remembered generously
Oct. 13.
with gifts,
8.
happier

William Gallison and wife
Boston.
Oct. 6.

week in

ia

gone

ta<

Bangor

eyes.

R. J.

Myles Lyra burner, who has been, working in Mars Hill, is at home.
Judge William Morris last week stepped
into a hole, breaking the bene in bis

OU

a

Walter Sanborn has received his discharge from Camp Devens and is home
a

overseas, is at home
Mrs. Electa Roper.

was

with his

wounded

Talk about flavor! Man, man, you haven’t
got the listen of half your
smokecareer until you know what
rolling 'em with P. A. can do for your
contentment! And, back of P. A’s flavor, and rare
fragrance—proofs of
Prince Alberts quality
stands our exclusive patented process that
cuts out bite and parch ! With P. A.
your smokesong in a makin’s cigarette will outlast any
phonograph record you ever heard I Prince Albert
is a cinch to roll. It’s crimp cut and
stays put like a regular pal!

mother,

Mrs. William P. Gray has been ill the
Her sister, Mrs. Lord, of
past week.
Uucksport, has been with her.
Mrs. Mattie Gray and brother, Herbert
Roberts, who have been visiting relatives
here, have returued to Bath.
Good

Lyman

lay your smokecards on the table,
bag of Prince Albert and roll a
hire a statistical bureau to keep count

packing/

few weeks.

Hermon Huunewell, who

wishes

Agnes Cbatto

Amtinj r°ur

yours when you
red tin or a toppy red

makin s cigarette! You’ll want to
of your smokestunts! Why, you never dreamed of the
sport that lies
awaiting your call in a home rolled cigarette when it’s P. A. for the

aukle.

for

Copyright I91t by
Reynold* Tobacco Co.

certainly get
ycall for
tidy

are

who

Cbatto

of

extended to Miss
became the wife ol
North Bluehiil last

week.

Prince Albert upsets any notion
you ever had as to how delightful a
can be!
It is the tobacco that has made three men smoke
pipes where one was smoked before. It has won men
all over the nation
to the joys of smoking.

jimmy pipe
|

Busan, two-year-old
aud Mrs. Lemuel

daughter of Mr,
Fowler, fell down stairs i

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO

«
iOP

Si®
g£
tL?

twenty-six

Harold Young has been honorably discharged and returned home last week.

Connecti-

has gone to

Mrs. H. A. Balt and Mrs. W. H. Ball
visiting in Fait River. Mass.

wife of

Charles

guests of

holm

Lar\.T‘u-

He writes: “I have
been
tering with chronic bronchitis
81*

Chesley Cbesholm and wife who have
visiting Mrs. Chesbolm's parents,
have gone to Boston, where Mr. Chet>-

home after

HAPpv
Re^dJnc 1

fu’Art+v- e.;«..

been

in

Mrs. M. J. Cowley has returned to her
home in Pittsburgh, Pa.

Hancock has been
visiting her niece, Mrs. Eugene Coombs.
Hollis

visiting

HANCOCK POINT.

P.

and

W. A. Ricker has returned
few days in Boston.

Irene Gay of

Mrs.

is

cut,
employment.
Mr. and Mrs. Seybt have moved to the
home of Henry Gardner on Main street.
Oct. 6.
C.

from

home

been

Miss Abbie Bowie

worth

The experience of Mr. F. j t
>alik, 14<:8 Rose street
Pa
P
akin
v
Wisconsin,
sconsin, 1is chiei
remark!if’
on account of the
length 0f t;
he was afflicted.

employ-

meat.

Lewis

Si« Y£rn«

--

has bad

Mrs. Annie Hodgkins of North Sulliand Mrs. Herbert Grindle and granddaughter Kathleen of Bar Harbor, are
gi*est»at Charles Tracy's.
1 ksl. o.
Eitiaa.

A.

t t"

: as is

from

returrned

t

HOW WELL A-iu

van

where he has

Fred McKenzie left Sunday for WashD. C., for a few days’ visit.
Miss

Appleton

Henry Gardner

Day of Calais spent the week-end
his sister, Mrs. Ella Smith.

Bluehill,

< vri

em-

to finish

the E.

for

Mabel

Boston.

Pearl

Guilford has moved his family
to Vinalhaven, w here they w ill reside in
the future. Their many friends in this
vicinity deeply regret their departure.
Oct. 13.
D.
Arthur

a

Mrs.
Kelly, son Augustus and little
granddaughter, Lois, of Milbridge were
recent guests of Mrs. Margaret Asbe.

further treatment for his eyes.

Mrs. George Robertson is ill.
Oct. 13.

NEWS

a

killed

I crutches

Everett Bowden and wife and Ray Gray
and wife of South Brooksville motored
to Augusta Saturday to visit relatives.

Grafton Goodins of East brook is
visiting Mrs. Leonard Clark.

Fred C. Bickford and wife, with little
grandchild, Margery Bickford Pierce,
were guests at Alfred Hamilto 's a
few

s

Robertson went to Bangor Thurs-

Mrs.

ington,

I Ned Bpurling has
j Presque Isle, where he

CASTINE.

Wealty Clark of Brewer spent
days here last week.

Mrs. Freeman G. Leach, who has been
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Clara Dunbar, returned to her home in Ellsworth
Saturday.

are

for treatment Oct. 12.

('base

WEST FRANKLIN.
Fred McKenzie and wife are at home
from Seal Harbor.

Mrs. Alice Caine, who has been with
daughter, Mrs. Byron M. Moore, has
gone to New York for the winter.

her

island,

Evalena Closson, who is critically
ill, went to the Maine general hospital in

Miss

with

Holbrook’s

who have

Miss

iLiniment
*Heep ii handy

Arthur Conner has moved into the Vogel
farmhouse.

at

wife,

Alta Gray, who has been employed
at North Sedgwick, is at home.

a

Dodge

working

and

Ashe

Miss Bessie Strout of Milbridge is
ployed at D. C. Ashe's.

Miss

will reside.
D. M.

Clossoti

8

deer last week.

May

Judge W. E. Morris and wife, who have
Mrs. John D. Tracy, who has been ill
spent the summer here, have returned to
I all summer, is able to get about on
their home in Brooklyn, N. Y.

c

c »lTVTY

Mrs.

Mrs. John Bowden is ill of bronchitis.

Sloan's
x

GOULDS BORO.
Frank Young and Dsli

home.

External aches, stiffness, soreness,
cramped muscles, strained sinews,
back “crick:,''—those ailments cant
fight off the relieving qualities of
Sloan's Liniment Clean, convenient,
economical. 35c, 70c, $1.40.

inter.

sister,

her

Wescott.

hiB

G. W. HALL.

visiting

are

~^bcTtian»*tmfc

F.

Norman

A. K. Dodge and wife are spending a
few weeks a; their home here before

COUNTY HEWS

nnd

Mrs. Jessie Weatherbee and two children, Beryl and Harold, of Everett, Mass.,

Put it on freely. Don’t rub it in.
Norman Perkins left Monday for his
home in San Diego, Cal. This is Mr. I Ju t let it fenttrale naturally. What a
sen^e of soothing relief soon follows 1
Perkins’ first visit to Maine since
West sixteen years ago.

bone

Oct. 6.

NORTH CA8TINE.

Eczema; so had that my clothea
would be wet through at times.
I suffered terribly. I could get no

much

recently, breaking her collar
dislocating her shoulder.

QUICKLY RELIEVED

teaching at Islesford,

with

Sunday

Islesford accompanied bun.
Oct. 13.

Distressing Complaint
an

returned to Bos-

ton.

A Perfect Treatment For This
**I had

Shtirrtiannmts

yesterday for a brief visit to
N. Salisbury returned

Mrs. 1.

COMPANY, Winston-Salem,

N. C

pound crytui tuno humidor

kSmp/^SSSmABmtt

in

aou.r'iDi^itmt

week’s visit with hie Bister, Miss
Emily
M. Tapley.

When You
Know

t-’apt. George K. Tapiey

Friday

a

to

watch your

stomach.

Palpitation

and other signs o

1:

i

trouble” usually mean
-indigestion, produced
by food poisons that irritate every part of the

body

KECHAHS

!

C

Benefitj
Worl*,!
b «b.
bomm. 10c., 25c.

i

NEWS;

SAROENTV1LLE.
Mrs. Arthur Sweetland of Searsmont is
visiting her sister, Mrs. James E. Pert.
A. H. Lee and family have closed their

|

and

here

cottage
S. Y.

returned

Tomson.

Wellington Murphy
ing here.
in

COUNTY

Mrs. John Noble and daughter
Isabel

BEAL COVE.

Relieve

to

Buffalo,

Mrs. Johu H. Bennett has gone to West
Somerville, Mass., to spend the winter
»ith her son Fred.

of

Calais,

is

Mrs. Sue Clement of South
Orrington is
spending a few days with her brother,
Percy Perkins.
Miss Amy

visit-

school at

Grindle, who
Caatine, spent the

James U. Kelley expects to leave soon
for New York to take command of a coal
Mrs. Georgia Johnson of New
is visiting her grandfather, C. M.
and other relatives.

was

Lester Davis
work.
Oct. 4.

given

at

the

has

Reed,

hall

Osmond

E.

Freethey

has gone to

by

men

Next Time—
BUY FISK

L.

Emery

and

wife have moved to

Silvy

& Linrehan

Ellsworth,

Bar Harbor for the winter.

Maine

Mr. Spencer and a party from Bradley
spent Saturday and Sunday at the Lorrimer cottage.
Rev.

Hatch

Mr.

Montpelier, Vt.,
moon

at the

are

and

bride from

his

spending,

their

honey-

Hatch cottage.

-_

steamers, and have made many

on ocean

Hooper and Wynes Haskell, who j trips "across.” Both are In line for
Itching piles provoke profanity, but pro| have been employed on the steamer Pem- ; promotion to a captain’s berth. Another fanity won’t remove them.
Doan’s
OintSeal Cove boy, Capt. David
Murphy, now ment is recommended for
squid, are at home.
of Calais, son of the late
itching, bleeding
Capt. Joshua or
of
Bar
H.
60c
at
Harbor
of
Seal
Harding
protruding
piles.
any drug
Ralph
spent Murphy
Cove, is in command of
a steamer in foreign trade.
store.—Advf.
the week-end at home.
Guy

■“

“To be the Beet Concern in the World to Work for and
the Squarest Concern in Existence to do Business with.,0

Brownville

gone to

are made

—

attending

Monday evening, Oct. 8, by the school
Oct. 6.
Are.
improvement league of South Seal Cove,
under the management of the
PARTRIDGE COVE.
teacher,
Miss Olive Austin. The young
people
Kenneth
Y'oung has gone to Branch
report a pleasant time.
Pond to work.
Several Seal Cove boys are “making
Fred and Allard Springer has gone to
good” in the active business of the world. Lincoln, where they will be
employed this
John and Harry Latty, sons of H. L.
winter.
have
been holding mates’ berths
Latty,
Oct. 13.
Hubbard.

Ira

Mrs.

But that s how Fisk Tires
whose aim is

week-end at

MARLBORO.
York

Aram T. Ober died at his home in
Center, Oct. 9, after a long illness, at the
age of eighty-four years. Funeral services
were held Saturday, Oct.
11, at the home.
social

Seldom do you hear of an entire
organization taking
in an ideal.
Rarely will you find a product
built to hit so high a mark.

pride

to

barge.

box

is

The Only Tires Built
To an Advertised Ideal

home.

Miss Olive Austin spent the week-end
Manset.

A

3t)brrti6nn:nts

with

°ct- 6-

PILLS
■

YEWS

and

C. M. Reed is ill at his home here.

and

COUNTY

Bpent

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
Cambridge, Mass., are occupying the
Joy cottage for a month. Miss Noble
Mra. Hoy Savage, who has been emhas recently returned from
France, where ployed at Southwest Harbor the past
she had been
nearly a year, doing season, is visiting her parents, Frank
reconstruction work.
Staples and wife.
of

—heart included.

f 5olj>T<rrwfc***»

wife

their nieee and nephew,
PRETTY MARSH.
Maurice Tapley, at the old
Tapley homestead where forty-live mem- ; Ueor»* Kumili is at Bar Harbor in the
bers of the family were born. On the employ of the Alaine Central railroad.
Mrs. H. P. Freeman and Mrs.
banks of the Bagaduce river can be seen
Sherrer of
Rockland were guests of Mra. Kumill
the ruins w here their
great-grandfather,
of
last week.
Peletiab, built his log cabin, after sail- Monday
Aliaa Ebba Stalnacke baa cloaed
ing up the river from Kittery. in 1780.
her
The household goods of Mrs. Herbert cottage here and will leave Tuesday for
Wescott have arrived here from New her home in Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mra. W. L. Newell of Boaton was in
London, Conn., on a three-ton motor
truck, a distance of approximately 400 town laat week. She left for Rockland
miles. Only
one
small
picture was Tuesday, where she will remain for some
broken. P. White, Leslie Wescott and wee ;a. Capt. Ne: ell has
employment
E. Hooper, all of New
London, ac- I there.
Oct. 6.
companied the goods.
q_

Emily

you have
heart, it is

time

and

Oct. 13.

Mid-

TIRES

N.

dleboro, Mass.

NORTH ORLAND.
L.

Mrs. Osward

Hooper

has returned

Bangor.
John H. Gray and wife, Mrs. Harry T.
Lee and son and Mrs. Niasley have returned to Philadelphia.
home from

Oct. 8.

Sim.
WEST BKOOKSVILLE.

Herman P. Tapley of Bangor spent the
week-end with bis
brother, Olden D.

Norris Ginn

cently,

and

was kicked by a
quite badly injured.

horse

re-

Mrs. Warren Moore and little daughter
are visiting in Brewer and Veazie.

Gladys

Mrs. Johnson Bridges of Mouth Penobscot, recently visited her daughter, Mrs.
W. P. Dodge.

This is CM\l~Chasing Week.,

Congratulations are extended Mr. and
B. Johnson, on the birth of a boy,
born Oct. 1.
Mrs. L.

Tspley.

J. E. Eldridge of Island Falls was in
Blodgett of Philadelphia, town Friday hiring men to work at
wao has
been visiting
her daughter, last blocking.
Mrs. Olden D. Tapley, returned home
Lester Carter, who has employment in
Saturday.
Bangor, was the guest of H. K. Bates
Charles White stepped on a saw at and wife last week.
Goodell’s mill and cut his foot severely.
Many from this way are hauling their
William Cain has been obliged to give apples to Bucksport, receiving more there
uptheagene> of the boat on account of for them than they did at Holden last
illness. Charles Blodgett will take his week.
place.
Mrs.
Hazel
and
(White) Clarke
Mrs. Ei*ie Blodgett has gone to St. children have returned to
Massachusetts,
Mrs.

Anna

Albans to visit her
Arthur Fairbrother.

Maurice L. Tapley and
have ret

to

ime 1

their

daughter,

Mrs.

after

few

a

with

weeks

her

parents,

White and wife.
Oct. 6.

H. W.
w

ife of Augusta
home, after a

R.

cttJDmtscmnnB.

Quickly
iiiK

Ended by a Pleasant, HealAnti*epticAir. Just Breatlieit.

on

the

birth of

a

daughter,

—

right

displaying

and

Chasing”

your dealer is

now

demonstrating

[Alice Lillian.]

Margaret Dolliver has gone to
Greenwich, R. I., to visit her aunt, Mrs.
Bennett. From there she will go to
Washington, D. C., where she is employed.
been at

has

home

since

Sept.

16.

and Agnes Ward are
Brown
Addie
teaching at Mt. Desert.
William Farrar has gone to Rockland
for the w inter. Mrs. Farrar and children

visiting at Deer Isle.

Mrs. Lucy King has gone to Danvers,

Mass.,
Mr.

for the winter.
and

Mrs.

French

are

A Perfection chases chill from
room

these

any

shivery mornings and

evenings heats ten hours on a
gallon of kerosene oil gives you
—

Miss

are

week

P.

gratulations
born Sept. 8.

She

This is Perfection “Chill

Perfection Oil Heaters.

SEAWALL.
Kent and family of Egg Rock
light station came from Bar Harbor and
spent Sunday with relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Kent are receiving conM.

Your Perfection
Heater Today

with their

daughter, Mrs. L. E. Newman, for the
winter.
T. E. D.
Oct. 6.

—

cozy comfort
saves

in

an

instant and

coal.

More than three million homes
now

enjoy Perfection comfort—

get yours early.
one

for you

Your dealer has

today.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
OF NEW YORK
For Best Results Use

SOCONY
Kerosene

The Test of Service
r|

'^E MAN behind America • practical idealism knows how
to appreciate service. He has specialized in it. That is
there is now such great demand for Remington UMC

^hy
Wetproof Shot Shells, the first

completely waterproof,

the same Remington UMC “Arrow** or “Nitro
Smokeless Steel Lined Speed Shells—or “NewClub’* |
j o*ded
with black powder—you have so long depended on for

hooting right.
‘thout additional

cost to you

they

are now

exclusively

rotected against wet by the wonderful
'Wetproof process,
‘nvented and
developed by Remington UMC during the war.
r

L h
I

^

yoVLloca^

dealer—one of the more than 82,700
mington UMC merchants in this country
whose store
coranm“‘<y Sportsmen'. Headquarter*.
—

V0Ur

a -Tie Remington Arms Union Metallic
Cartridge Company,Inc
■
,4, WctU
* U.ImmuMun
WOOL
WORTH BUILDING

>.

NEW YORK

STANDARD OlLCOOFN.Y.

PERFECTION OliEeatm

xlfoOtrtiannrTits.

j

to the people,as well ns to the court his distinguished colleague, Senator Frye, that of Eugene Hale is a task beyond my
and his clients. He believed law to be the who served ten years in the House and ability to adequately perform, neverthesure
foundation for justice and lib- thirty years in the Senate.
less, 1 desire to add my tribute, humble
only
The Haucoek bar can furnish a remark- though it be, to the memory of the able
HANCOCK CUL NIV liAK PAYS TRIB- erty, and t hat disregard of law, of legal
rights, whatever the motive, weakens that able list, but no other of its sons has ever lawyer and patriotic public servant.
UTE TO LATE SENATOR.
foundation and endangers the life, liberty seen his reputation spread from his home
Political economists tell us that he who
and happiness of us all. He held it to be community to
the county, State and attains to a large measure of success in
REMARKS BY EX-CHIEF JUSTICE EMERY.
the duty of the lawyer at the bar, as well
nation to such a notable extent.
From life must haw bad exceptional opporas the duty of the judge upon the bench,
the day he became county attorney at the tunity or been endowed with exceptional
CONGRESSMAN- PETERS, JUDGE 8NOW,
to defend and enforce the legal rights of meagre salary of
$225 per annum, he ability. To have began a career is a pracCOL. HAMLIN AND JUDGE SPEAK.
all, rich or poor, humble or eminent. In- steadily gained in strength, influence and tices attorney in a‘♦map, country town,
Tbt' Httiicoci; county bur paid tribute to I deed, he drew inspiration from those In- reputation till he reached the zenith of without money and without influential
in pist history (now happily long his fame and power in the Senate. Any friends, could not, by any stretch o* the
tbe late Senator
Eugene Hair in im- stances
one w ho would give an adequate sketch of
where lawyers at the b.ir bravely and
imagination, lie considered an exceptional
pressive memorial exercises, to wrtich I past)
with ultimate success upheld the legal hi^ career must include the legislative and opportunity, hence we are logically forced
yesterday afternoon was devoted. Memo- rights of the people and the individual political history of the country for many to the conclusion that the great success of
rial resolutions were presented by a com- against the tyrannical or servile bench.
years.
Eug»ne Hale was due entirely to h<s exHe carried these high ideals into his
Up to this time, history has revolved ceptional ability.
mittee from tbe bar, and remarks were !
Even when most
around wars-the
busy, he largely
practice.
preparation
Ability, as the term is here used, does
made by ex-l bief Justice JL. A. Emery,
always found time to espouse with vigor making, and getting over them, and the not mean merely (rapacity, brilliancy,
Congress an John A. Peters, Judge For- the cause of the poor and friendles®, how- beginning all over again. .Senator Hale’s breadth of vision, in a word, what we ornational service, which covered forty years
dinarily term brains, it means all that
rest B. Snow. Col. H. E. Hamlin and Jus- j ever pow\ rful and determined the opposition encountered. Yet he was not a dem- j of his active life, came in between our two and more. It means brains pins
tice Albert Al. Spear.
included
the lesser con- capacity for work, strength of character,
agogue, for he did not hesitate to defend greatest wars, but
Particularly impressive was tbe trinute v itb equal vigor the legal rights of the flict called the Spanish war.
honesty, integrity, fearlessness belief in
|
In this crisis iu our natioual life, from self,
virility, physicist strength and
paid Senator Hale by bis early law parta
He
was always mindful
of
the
world
we
stamina.
All these, yea, and more, were
which
with
emerged
legal
ner and long-time friend. Judge Emery, I
power
of his clients, and never sacrificed possessions in remote parts of tb** earth, the attributes of Eugene Hale.
rights
wbocame her
from Bangor to address them to
of
his
own.
He
interests
most
As
a
did
Senator
Haiedemonstrated
any
j
boy and young man be so applied
strikingly
this court, as he said, for probably the not *dvise litigation, either by
attainment of useful
ay of | his strength of character, unshakable himself to the
well-known conwrvat ve knowledge that when be was called to
last time, fifty-six years having elapsed prosecution or defense, however much ! courage and
increase of reputatiori
accrue
the bar he very soon became recognized
to habit of mind. He was unaliera if opmight
since be first addressed it in a case in
him thereby, unless convinced of its ne- posed to the war, and fought to the
as a w ise and safe counselor and skilled
at
which Eugene Hale
was
tbe opposing cessity.
In ihe conduct of litigation, once j ditch the policy of acquiring for**»g
and resourceful advocate, and the older
in V
resolved upon, he was vigilant, skillful, j sessions like the i'hiltipine*.
counsel.
j«
practitioners found in him one worthy of
*•.
and
voted
67
to
21
t*i
their steel. His fidelity to his clients’ inHe Senate
recogm.
untiring
Tbe memorial resolutions, presented by forceful, unflinching
Mr.
did not, however, make display of acumen. government of Cuba.
Hiu
terests was marked and his endeavors in
Col. Hamlin of tbe committee, follow:
If he saw a fatal defect in his opponent's among the 21. His opposition to the treat*
their tie ha If unceasing.
That he did not, as is too often the case,
Honorable Eugersc H*le of
Ellsworth, pleadings, instead of publicly proclaiming by which we acquired the I'mllipm. .»*.
Maine, a member of the Hancock County Bar
it by motion to the court, he
would unshakable. The influence of Maim in
cease to be a student on entering upon
aud for many years prominent in public ine
call
his
on
these
Senate
world
to
the
the
active practice of the law is shown by
great
opponent’s attention
privately
question*
both in the affair of our State ana our Na- it that he
might w ithdraw bis case w ith- j w as exactly nullified, as Senator Frye was tbe fact that he made it a rule of his life,
tion, departed this life on the 27th day of
out public exposure of his error.
Nor the commissioner w ho brought back the and one w hich he scrupulously observed
October iu tte year 1918 at Washington in the
did he care for any petty, interlocutory treaty and was strenuous in its support. during his active
District of Columbia.
Be it now
practice, to read tbe
victories which only annoyed the other
It is interesting to note that Represent- Revised Statutes, in its entirety, at least
Resolved, That the members of the Han
cock County Bar deeply mouru the loss, of
side and prolonged the litigation.
ative Boutelte of Maine, when the war once each year.
our departed brother the record of whose life
In the conduct of a trial he was straight
resolution came before the House, was one
As a public prosecutor for the county,
shall be to us a lasting monument of his forward. He
Law abiding
presented the evidence for1 of si* to vote against it. This attitude was his success was marked.
memory. As a lawyer, in bis early career, we his client in its
and
in
in .Maine
at
strongest
that
citizens
extremely
light,
unpopular
respected him for his ability
know of him as one with marked ability,
such order that it could be easily followed
time, but could not shske the determi- and honored him for his integrity and
who commanded the attention and respect
nation of either of these resolute men to those who had committed infractions of
His adof the Court, and who has ever since received by even an pntrained mind.
1
its praise. As a good citizen he will ever be
dresses to the court or jury were lucid, hold to a position he thought right and
the law feared him for these same attriremembered by the iu habitants of the city of
and
He
did
not
best for the country.
With the senatorial butes; each class knowing that he would
persuasive
convincing.
Ellsworth, the place of his home he loved so declaim, he reasoned.
He was usually election of 1899 coining right upon him, enforce the taws without fear or
favor, yet
well. As a man in public service, assisted by
1 have seen him, when and most of Maine roaring against him.
withal temper justice with mercy.
his early training in the profession of the dispassionate, but
occasion justified, overwhelm a
lying Senator Hale never swerved a hair from i However, it is not as a
law. his own ability and efforts placed him
great as
witness or a guilty party with
in the ranks among the foremost men of our
biting the line of his duty as he saw it. He came was his ability and success as such, that
and Nation. We recognize his un- sarcasm or scorching invective.
rotate
down to Augusta to face a
legislature Eugene Hale will be known to posterity.
tarnished reputation for strict mtegriiy, his
In the strategy of litigation he was strongly hostile to bis attitude but keenly
His service to his country as a legislator
candor, his scholarly attainments, his vast
to see and profit by the mistakes conscious of his courage and good faith.
and statesman far transcends any service
quick
of
historical
and
affairs,
knowledge
political
his opponent, yet uever was there any
of
When
he
was nominated by the caucus
that
it is possible for an attorney to render
his wide experience in public affairs, his
He did not of his party, his personal friends in atto his clients. For a generation he was a
suggestion of unfairness.
high abilities a» a statesman, aud we take a
consider
it
consistent
with
bis
a
to
his
tendance
of
in
the
gave
as
fact
that
a
sigh
it
was
member
of
this
duty
just pride
relief,
recognized leader of the national Senate,
Bar attained that honored and distinguished client to enlighten his opponent, but he quite possible that someone else would and
probably no man iu our time has had
position iu the minds and hearts of the never misled him. He was always the able, receive that honor, so bitter was the so large a share in shaping the policies of
people of our whole ration, which so few honorable and trusted lawyer, trusted by 1 feeling. Without hesitation
he
went
the
country. To recount his service as a
men have ever been able to reach. The hisclients and his fellow lawbefore
the
caucus
with his legislctor would be practically to give a
and,
tory of our State and our Nation would be in- judges, juries,
and
yers.
customary dignity
great earnestness, history of constructive national legislation
complete without some record of bis life and
made a speech
his accomplishments. Aud be it furtner
reiterating his positibn for a period of thirty years.
more admired the man.
Resolved, That these resolutions be preHe was, in my and defying the opposition.
His courage
iu
t> lUO
UUJC
IXUIJ UICHSUID JIUUIIl'
sented to the Court for adoption and record, estimation, an examplar of the man
«uu
tur
HuiuirHuuu
oi
ul»
must elapse to allay partisan feelings and
poropand that a copy thereof be sent to the widow
in the familiar Ode of Horace- the
and to the historian must be
poncnts. He showed himself a statesman
and sous who have survived our brother and trayed
man just and firm of purpose, unmoved
and was an honor to the State ol Maine.
left the duty of giving to Eugene Hale
who have had our heartfelt sympathy.
by the frown of an imperial Gator or by If the matter c<uld come up now, with its his proper place among the galaxy of
Hannibal* E. Hamlin,
of
the
the
Mr.
Hale
was
then
his
John A. Peters.
rage
populace.
opportunities,
position would great statesmen which our country has
Fohrkst B. Snow,
always just in purpose if not alwavs so in be strongly endorsed.
produced, and, when the historian’s verCommittee.
The most active, stormy, and pictur- dict has been recorded, who can doubt
fact, but who of us is always just in every
instance? He had his likes and dislikes, esque period of Mr. Hale’s public career that bis
place among those immortals will
nr-MAflfcS
JLUUK ItJMfcKY.
sometimes strong, but tbev little affected
whs before the distinct
memory of most be secure, his memory revered, and that
Fifty-six years, or more than half a his judgment. He was not blind to the of us here gathered. His work in the hi^ fame as a patriotic public servant and
century ago, this October, 1 ca>i e here faults of his friends, nor to the virtues House during the reconstruction period; wise and constructive statesman shall not
from another county at twenty-three of his adversaries.
He gave credit where his promotion
of
the candidacies of lose its lustre, but shiue more brightly
years of age to enroll myself as a member credit was due. He was not a good hater, Blaiue for President;
the
from generation to generation?
Greenback,
of the bar of this county and begin here though he was a good and fair fighter. campaign of 1S7S iu which he suffered
REMARKS BY COL. HAMLIN.
the practice of my profession as a lawyer. In bis professional and political careers the only defeat of his career, when
Thomp“There's nothing certain m a man’s life
1 found here an
able and honorable be passed through many contests.
After son A. March of Rockland was elected
this: That he must lose it.”
bar that
welcomed me
cordially. Its a victory, he was magnanimous, even gen- to Congress from this district (a disguised but
Born June 9, 1836, at Turner, Maine, and
members were few in number compared erous.
After a defeat, he cherished no
blessing which
really forwarded the of
New England stock our distingood
w ith its present
so
of
mere
In
the years of election of Mr. Hale to the Senate); bis
revenge.
membership,
few, in- purpose
deed, tnat I may be pardoned for re- my close intimacy with him I do*not re- return to the State legislature to assume guished brother, Hon. Eugene Hale, of
this
bar,
passed away October 27, 1918, at
calling their names. At Bucksport were call an instance of vengeful feeling toward the leadership of his party when blood
the age of eighty-two years. Thus passed
Theodore C. Woodman and Parker Tuck, i anvone.
w as
nearly spilled at Augusta iu a con- a
life
with a notable career.
long
at Castine Charles J. Abbott, at Deer isle
He was firm of purpose.
Having de- troversy over possession of the State
But few persons now living know him
Charles A. Ppofford, at Bluehill Busbrod i termined upon what he believed to be the government; his last ditch fight
with
as an active practitioner at our bar.
He
W. Hinckley, at Gouldsboro Benjamin M. ! right course of action, he could not be Frye for the succession to
Hannibal
Sargent, at Ellsworth Arno Wiswell, turned from it by solicitations, threats or Hamlin in the Senate. These and many entered into his chosen profession as a
lawyer before many of us were born. For
1 need cite but one instance. other activities of
George S. Peters, Arthur F. Drinkwater, dangers.
the earlier
period
Joseph A. Deane, Samuel Waterhouse, He believed the Spanish war of 1898 to be brought out the caliber of the man, en- about nine years he was a most successful
Albert F. Burnham, and two younger
prosecuting attorney at this bar and his
unnecessary, and, indeed, that we had no hanced his reputation *nd established
has been handed down as a
men, brothers and partners, Eugene and
just grounds for declaring war upon his position among the illustrious sons reputation
sound counsellor and brilliant advocate
Frederick Hale. There
were
then no
Spain. He also believed we should not of Maine.
w ho would
surely have been one of tbe
lawyers at Sullivan or on the island of take over the Spanish islands and impose
The latter part of Mr. Hale’s career in
Mount
Desert. One
Mr
the Senate, adding length of service to leading lawyers in the State had he conmember,
our rule upon alien and unwilling
Burnham, long ago removed to another So believing, he acted, despite peoples.
his great abilities, force of character and tinued but briefly in his then chosen proobloquy
fession. 1 have heard it said, that his
state.
All the others have now passed
encountered, despite warnings and threats recognized integrity, found him among
of tbe facts and the law in the
from this life, leaving
e the only memof political death, despite the fact that the leaders of that body—I would say, one mastery
trial of a case, and his keen but fair crossber of this bar that knew them all, the he must soon
meet his constituent* before of three. In those days leadership in the
with every question cut clear
link
bar
only’
of the fever of war and
connecting the
A senator who examination,
conquest w ould sub- Senate was concentrated.
ior its object, and no time wasted, made it
that day with the present.
The laBt side.
had served long enough might be chairIn the contest over his re-election
a
treat
to
hear
of that bar to leave our ranks was the to tbeSeoate he
any trial in which be took
Tbat is
did not retire one jot from man of several big committees.
one whose life and service we have met
under changed rules. part.
his position, and the State of Maine again
impossible now
But he was chosen to another s jhere in
here to-day to commemorate.
Senator Hale acquired chairmanships and
honored him w ith its confidence.
Eugene Hale was born June 9, 1836,
The former county attorney of work,and fame followed him in his greater
A corollary of nis justice and firmness
field in public life.
in Turner, Me., the oldest son of James
Hancock
had
become
a
was his integrity in speech and action.
director of
county
Mention has been made by others in
Sullivan Hale.
He grew up
on
the
What he said be meant, and he left no one legislation in the most powerful body in
of his services for his State and
paternal farm, helping in the farm work in doubt as to w hat he meant. What he the world.
Native ability and indom- part
but time forbids any extended
while obtaining his primary education
He deserted no itable resolution will carry a man far in country,
promised he
f them here.
enumeration
He served
ip the public schools of the town. After friend iu hi performed.
trouble. He was dependable this country.
in
our
Slate legislature,
a course of study
also
in Hebron academy, : in the best sense of the
years
word.
Senator Hale had a proper sense of the
in
the
National
House
of
without
for
a
years
course in
he,
Representadelaying
I am impelled to speak of one other eledignity of hisoffice. He rightfully regarded tives, and rounded out his remarkable cacollege, began at once the study of the ; ment in his character. Self-reliant,
strong the senatorsbipas the highest and most im- reer with thirty years of service in the
law in the office of those distinguished of
reserved in portant position in this country—save
will, conscious of
lawyers, Howard & Strout, in Portland. manner, he may haverectitude,
; United States Senate, serving upon its
seemed to some to one. Twice be refused cabinet
positions
most
He was admitted to the bar in that city be
committees, and refusing,
lacking,in sympathy and in kindness of once the postmaster generalship, offered on at un|M)rtani
in January, 1857, aud immediately came ;
least two occasions, the offer of a
| heart. I am glad to bear testimony to the by Grant, and later the
of prominent position in the cabinet of two
to Orland in this county to practice his
secretaryship
our
contrary. During
partnership 1 was the navy, offered by Hayes.
different Presidents of the United States.
profession. In a few months, however, often his almoner in relieving distress,
It is superfluous to apeak in detail of ! His name will ever stand out
he removed to Ellsworth to become the and was
bright in the
often witne s of his magnanimity the public career of one w hose
work
is
list of men never to be forgotten ou our
partner of Thomas Robinson, a promi- i toward political and other opponents. He embedded in the
of the nation. I State
history
of Morrill, Blaine, Frye, Reed,
nent lawyer of that
time.
roli,
Mr.
Upon
was charitable in judgment, and
sympa- like better to speak of the personal side and others.
Robinson’s death
soon
afterward, he thetic in misfortune. Those who knew of one who was
my friend for many years.
He gave the best in him to public service
took into
his
brother him best were his friends, and he
partnership
inspired
As we all know, he was loyal to his and grew to be among the leading public
Frederick, and upon my joimug the bar in them loyalty and affection.
friends. He was not always uncritical of men not only of our State but of the nain October, 1863, the two were associated
in conclusion I would tay that I think
them. He would not hestitate to menin the practice of the law under the firm
tion.To my know ledge he was often called
lie exemplified in many
respects the tion their faults
name of E. & F. Hale.
especially in their into consultation by the President of the
Hdviee of Polonius to his son Laertes in
when it came to anything United States in many matters of the
Almost immediately upon his
presence—but
opening the tragedy of Hamlet. He did not give
an
office in Orland he was
vital, he would stand with them like a greatest national importance, and it is w ell
appointed any unproportioned thought its act. rock.
His premises were
know n that generally speaking no United
tendercounty attorney to fill a vacancy, and held He was courteous,
but
by no means tbey were always redeemed.legal
States Senator or Representative in Uonthat office by successive elections until
He was percommon. The
friends he
their
had,
taking his seat as a member of the legis- adoption tried, he grappled to his soul fectly straightforward in his dealings with gress at Washington had greater influence.
bis fellow men. He would not deceive a
The word was “Hale is the man” if you
lature from Ellsworth in January, 1867. with
of steel, hut he did not dull
w anted any help at Washington.
The next year he was elected to Congress his hoopswith
man, nor would he, consciously, allow a
entertainment of every
palm
man to deceive himself.
from this district, and from then on, w ith
The most broad
In public matters he was a thorough
unhatched, unfledged comrade. He was and tolerant of
but one very short interruption, he re- slow
men, he would not tolerate , investigator, a
profound thinker, of
of entrance into a
but
quarrel,
or
mained in public life and service until
deceit for a moment. He sound judgment, forming strong condishonesty
beiug in he so bore himself as to make
1911, a period of more than forty years. those opposed beware ot him. Above all, was intellectually honest—a finer form of I victions based upon solid foundations and
Nearly thirty years of that time he was a lo himself he was true, aud hence he honesty which, being scarce, we should independent ana fearless in his actions.
be
not
His integrity in all his years of public
to
distinguished member of the Senate of the was not false to
perhaps
find
surprised
any man.
United States.
lacking in many men in high places in life of practically half a century has
And now a few words of farewell. I i
AD'Jui me ume oi tus nrst election to
life.
never been
even by his most
public
ardent political enemies. His posi ions
Congress he was afflicted by the untimely first addressed this court fifty-six years
me many
peases oi ms mind were most
ago this October term in a cause upon
death of his partner and brother, Fredbis
He had a marvellous memory, ! were never uncertain or evasive,
interesting.
erick, and as, by that time, I had acquired the other side of which was he wnom we and on occasion would relate most enter- declarations were open, frank and forcehonor to-day. I
have
now
some experience in
and both friend and foe knew alwrays
probably taining incidents of his
ful,
practice and some acof
ear’y
where to And him.
quaintance in the county, he invited me addressed the court for the last time, law, recalling every detail/ practice
Extremely
to unite my practice with his and form and I am glad I have lived to express fond of the beat
literature and a lover of
with him the law firm of Hale & Emery, thus publicly my high estimate of his life, books, he could recite classical
with him, our intimate acquaintance
poetry by
character and service. I was
an invitation that was prized and
admitted the page.
began in the (all of 1882, when 1 first came
accepted.
his friendship,
and
whatever
of
to Ellsworth. In Jauuary, 1883, 1 entered
During the early years of our partner- to
He
loved the city of his adoption.
service I may have been to the State is
He into the
such
was
his
mental
of law at Ellsworth,
he
ship,
was
vigor
Ellsworth to any other place in 1 and have practice
able, without neglecting his congressional largely due to the stimulus of that friend- preferred
ever
since been
one
of the
the world. As often as he could get
It
is
to
me
a
ship.
consummation
fitting
away
to
be
I
in the law firm of which Mr.
duties,
present and try cases at most
that what is probably my last address to from his exacting duties at the nation’s Hale continued to be the senior member
of the terms of this court, and
on
carry
the court and the bar should be in his capital, he sped home to Ellsworth.
No ; in name until he was taken from us.
much of the office work. Later,
however,
matter what time of year, he rightly reOur relations were always close, cordial,
increasing public duties, cast upon him by honor.
the climate of this place the most
garded
reason of the eminence he had
1 have now long passed the allotted three
and pleasant, with nothing to mar them,
acquired in
and refreshing in the world.
delightful
score
and
ten
absorbed
so
and while he bad drifted out of the
of
much of his
this life. I feel
public service,
years
he had rather be seated on the
time and strength he was obliged to conthat the Angel is near. I seem at times Alwa>s
!
actual practice of the law, yet 1 often
piazza of his beautiful home wdtb one of consulted
tent himself with being little more than ; to hear the beatings of his wings.
him in difficult and important
He his beloved
volumes, or engaged in con- matters, and 1 found his
consulting counsel, but that service, as ! may summon me before I can meet Your
broad, logical,
of the wonderful kaleidoscope
well as his name, was of great value to the
Honor and my brothers of the bar here templation
and natural legal mind, and good judgof events which he had witnessed, and of
wise
made
him
a
and valuable
again. Should he do so, 1 shall follow which he could
partnership.
meut,
truthfully say he had not counsellor.
In 1882 Hannibal E. Hamlin was taken
him uncomplainingly in the hope that
been a small
than be received by all
into the firm, and the business was con ! I shall meet my old law partner and
He was devoted to the interests of his
crowned heads in Europe.
tinued under the firm name of Hale, friend, and also meet Your Honor and
It is fitting that his earthly body be native State and no Senator or Represent- I
Emery & Hamlin until my appointment you my brethren of the bar in that place buried here,
alive
in Congress accomplished more for j
as he wished,
beneath the
to the bench in October, 1883, from which where the good Bishop Hooker said the
its welfare at Washington than did he.
pines he so dearly loved.
time it was continued under the firm law hath her seat—in the bosom of God.
He was warmly attached to Ellsworth
A mighty figure has passed on. “Death
name of Hale & Hamlin, until the death of
makes equal high and low.” But the fame where he made his home for so many
REMARKS BY CONGRESSMAN PETERS.
the senior partner in October, 1918.
Thus
of him who has passed will always linger ! years, and its people flocked to hear him
Mr. Hale was directly connected with the
The political life of Senator Hale was and be an
to us and to those | w’ith crowded houses whenever be adlegal profession and the bar of this county nearly his whole life. Entering politics who comeinspiration
dressed them on any public occasion, as i
after us, for generations yet
for a ^period of more than sixty years. actively when still an infant iu the
! be has done from the platform of our old
eye of unborn.
1 Hancock
During that half century and more his the law, he breathed no other atmosphere
hall so many times within my
name was writ often and large in
for sixty years, or until the forces of adREMARKS BY JUDGE SNOW.
our
recollection.
Maine Reports, and upon the records of vancing age began to win their inevitable
It is a long established and a
But
few
persons other than the re- |
pecu liarly fitthis court.
victory in the battle with the human ting custom
that, after death has claimed clpients (and even they did not always \
His great services to the State and na- frame.
For more than fifty years in
a member of our
know
the
donor),knew of bis many benevprofession, formal notice j
tion as legislator and statesman are com- honorable public office, he served the of bis
He shunned
passing be given, that the court olent and charftable acts.
memorated and made of record in our people of his county, State and nation
all
in
ostentation
in bis giving, but to my
its delibera.ions and bench I
may pause
He was
elected county and
country’s history of half a century. Here, successively.
bar "unite
can
knowledge
tell of
his
to
many
tongues
paying respect
i
before this court and bar, I will speak attorney of this county before his mamemory and in
his life, char- ! generous assistance from his liberal hands.
only of the lawyer and the man I knew so jority, and voluntarily laid down the great acter and public reviewing
After
an
of
active
service.
acmany
years
life,
To-day, in
office of United States Senator in the
well.
blessed with health and strength, finally
cordance
with
that
custom and the
He was a lawyer by nature, temper- seventy-fifth year of his age.
last illness came upon him.
of our hearts, we are met to his long
Nine years county attorney, three years promptings
ament and study. He early rose to the
Never a coward at any attack, but always 1
our respects to the memory
formally
acknowledged leadership of this bar and representative in the legislature, ten of one of pay
the most distinguished members full of courage and ready to meet w hatI
to eminence in the b r of the State. Had years in the House of Representatives, I Hancock bar has ever
ever fate might befall him, he wanted no
known.
he chosen a metropolitan practice, he I and thirty years a Senator from the State !
To even casually review a life so long lingering illness, but w hen the affliction (
I be- and
would undoubtedly have ranked
high of Maine, is a record
eventful and so filled with faithful, j came he bore it with marvelous fortitude
amon<? the great lawyers of the nation.
lieve, by any man in Maine, and only 1 conscientious, able and
*
distinguished and patience. Many days of his last illHe had a high sense of the duty of the paralleled in its Washington service by service to client and to
country as was ness he spent at “The Pinea”, in Ells-
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3 Million Dollars

[

but—
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No finer example of courage is known to
the
world of science than Thomas A. Edison's work
in perfecting the phonograph.
The skeptics
rose in full chorus when he
proposed a hotter
phonograph,—an instrument “that could produce
music as human as the artists who first gave
it
utterance.”

j
I

Mr. Edison’s experiments exhausted the
entire Held of research in sound
reproduction. He built and rebuilt until ids

tiual, perfected

model cost

iitin

1 liree

.Million Dollars.

lawyer/

And the result?
Ask some one who attended the Marie
Morrisey recital in Ells,
worth recently.
There was the public proof. Miss
Morrisey sang
in comparison with the RE-CREATION- of her voice
by the N>w
Edisou
And no one could distinguish the living voice
from its

j

j

RE-CREATION.

j

The NEW EDISON

prejudices,

j

bought MUSIC

"The

With

Phonograph

a

Soul”

love music, you wilt agree with Ellsworth's
enthusiast*
audience:—The Sew Edison represents Three Million Dollars well
spent.
If you

atAny

The soul of song is cheap
price. Vet it is now brought within
reach of your pocket book.
The instrument used ia this conclusive
test
is s duplicate of Mr. Edison's Three Million Dollar Model.
It sells for

#285.

E. F. ROBINSON
Registered Optometrist,

EDISON DEALER,

Ellsworth,

Maine

]

power.

<

j

—

1

—

|

questioned

j

partners

|
I

{

part,

|

|

j

j

unequalled,

|

1

worth, which he loved no well, hie beautiful home, w ith its tine grounds, with the
wind whispering through the trees end
rajs ol sunlight falling between their
branches.
At
last devoted care and
attention were of no further avail.
The
Anal call of his Maker came.
Death
touched him, and like the dying out of a
soft summer breeze at sunset, he
passed

time, came from lh> <ouotrv io*aof
Livermore. Nelson Diugiev
born id
Durham.
Thus I might enumerate indefinitely.
All these men, named an ?
DtxtJ,
served their state and natn with distinguished ability and uns^irt^h devotion.
same

Like moat of them, Senator
from the farm in the town of

quietly and peacefully away, at bis home »er\td his state and nation
in Washington, where he had
passed so voliou and statesmanship stc
many yeara of a distinguiahed life, ou of the distinguished men to v.
the ‘27th day of October in the jear 1H18. referred.
His public c
vr
Ou that day our statesman w as no more.
reap; cts without r ; irallei
"hunt sinaii.
ce re.

yet friend

to

truth; of

soul

sin-

Id action faithful, and in honour clear;
Who broke do promise, serv'd uo private end.
Who sained no iillt, and lost uo Irh-nd;
Ennobled by himself, by all approv'd,
Ahd praised unenty'd by the Muse be lov’d.
REMARKS

BY

PRESIDING

fully have the
professional career of
So

JUSTICE

rPEAR.

public

life and
Senator Hale been
bis
former
presented by
associates and
intimate friends, that it would be but a
feeble repetition for me to again review
them. It is, however, with a
sense of
sincere personal regard
and profound
of
his
appreciation
great public aervice
that 1 crave indulgence to give Uriel expression to my admiration.
Maine has been an
independent State
nearly a hundred yeara; but its geographical position, sterile soil and rugged
elimate have had a tendency to retard
its aettlement and to make it a
sparsely
settled commonwealth. It is,
nevertheless,
a historical fact that it
takes a rugged
clime to make rugged men. It ia also a
matter of common knowledge that
nearly
all the great leaders in all
departments
of life, :u this
country, have come front
the farms and humble
surroundings.
This is but a natural
sequence, as our

sterling forbears, by necessity, settled
on
the iarms, there being
no landed
aristocracy in this country.
That such was to be the source ol our
iuture statesmen was recognized w hen
our constitution was in
debate, upon the
paragraph relating to education, wherein
this sentiment was
expressed by Judge
Dana: “These
primary schools wiil be
the nurseries of our great men and distinguished citixena; here the children ol
the poor, the union
unate, as well as of
the competent aua
will be
wealthy,
associated and taught
together, not only
in useful learning, but what is
equally
important, they will practically learn the
great principles of equality and subordination, and that merit alone is the passport to preferment. Experience and observation clearly show that talents are
not hereditary, and that
greatness is not
ol linesl descent;
that the brightest
geniuses are often struck out of obscurity,
and the noblest minds found and nurtured iu poverty and wretchedness.”
Thus the fouudatioii of our school
structure was the emphatic provision that
all our boys aud girls should have an
equal opportunity tor an education
Accordingly, in this State, brains, energy
and character have been, and
be, the
passports to achievemen* and success. It
is of little avail to
attempt to size up the
future of the barefoot boy who may be
found in vour streets.

will

Id verification of the
pressed
by
Judge
has
sent
many
to
the
councils
hvans of Gardiner,

sentiment exMaine
Dana,

distinguished

of

state.

member of

Kale

caae

Turner, tod
■■

ti

r;n

<fc*

&

to none
1 mve
id «ae

jai

ie

*<*

to *dU,
L\»ngre»n from 1
with the cxc-yt.on of one

continuously,

term, and w as then a member of the Maine
legislature. Forty-two year- f continuous set vice, ten
g.v n ,u me mi m!
House and thirty years in tb* ?ena:t, is
without a precedent, so far »« 1 *m informed.
During this long period ol service, ne
was offered two cabinet
j -Uions, post*
master-general and aterciao vt the uavy,

both of w hich he declined
Tnese offers
show the high
which hia
m
esteem
executive ability was held by two Prest*
dents of the United State-

Maine has the commendable practice ol
continuing her public servant" in office a»
long as they serve with credit and sans*
faetiou. It is the merit system, however,
I doubt n
that underlies this practicany state in the Union is more exacting
in Us demand for
ability, leal and integ-

rity. For this attitude toward it# public
,n na'
servants It has occupied a
tioual influence and esteem ail out of proportion to the numerical ratio of it# reP"
resentation to that of tue larger states.
When Senator Hale w as chairman of the

committee on naval affairs, aud uwar 1
rT\t,
top of other important committees;
chairman of the committee on commerce*
*
and on other
important committee
Heed, Speaker of the House; D»n&,e-V!
chairman of the committee on ways au
n*™“
means; Sou telle, chairman of the
chairman ol to

,e

committee;

Millikt-n,

public buildings, aQ,
of state, 1 heard General
New- York congressman, remars.

committee

on

Blaine, secretary
Curtis,

a

“My state has six times the represent
o
tiou of Maine in Congress, but Maine
six times the influence we have in snap
u
was
This
the affairs of the nation.”
-*•
doubtedly true.
W
Among all the public men
it
share in this merited compliment,
ue couoeded that no member of that

entitledl

tingnished galaxy

was

regarded

"

tnw' 1
greater influence iu establishing
paralleled reputation of our
conipan84
Senator Hale. 1 know that
the
are odious, yet 1 feel justified iu
sertion that, alt in all, he may reasouaW
be

regarded

as

the

tbat
ben

leader

u

>'
tiuguisbed group of men.
ol
enables a fair aud impartial review
long, arduous and valuable service,
above
the
that
inclined to the belief
ej"

public life will not
exaggerated statement.

mate of bis
as an

be regac

°* the
With lull
which have betu said over Seaator fi
I wish to express noy hearty and
concurrenoe in fiery word,
mem#W'
lurtner mark ot respect to hit
now direct that this court finally

appreciation

g

eu‘4^

““1,1
mfJou

for the

day.

men

George

born in Haliowetl of

humble parents, was twelve years in the
national bouse and one term in the
Senate,
contemporary with the great triumvirate,
Webster, Clay and Calhoun. He was undoubtedly the greatest lawyer ever produced by Maine, a great national financier,
arid a statesman of
profound learning.
Hannibal Hamlin came from the little village of Paris Hill. The Morrills originated
in the
country town of Belgrade. The
Washburns, three of whom, from as many
different states, sat iu Congress at the

TRENTON.
F. Uopp and wife
tome from Bar Harbor.
R.

have

children

Roger Marble and
this week for New Yolk
rlr. Marble.
Mrs. Anna Anderson left
be
)enver, Colo., called the/e by tr
Mrs.

eave

»f her sister.

Oct. 13.

will

job*

1

W.

